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A b s t r a c t
Honor and the Southern Lady: The Persistence of Antebellum
Ideology Am ong Elite Southern W om en. 1 8 2 0 -1 8 7 7  in v e s t ig a te s  
w hether the w ar perm anently  changed elite white w om en's legal, 
econom ic and social status, gender relations and race relations. 
Southern honor and slavery w ere the social and economic basis of 
the h ierarchical order of antebellum  Southern life affecting wom en's  
lives and worldview. T h e  war forced elite women to assum e a 
g reater responsibility which resulted in a more independent self- 
im age and in more difficult race relations. Southern life changed  
because of post-w ar econom ic deprivation and em ancipation, but 
Southern culture, including its hierarchy, rem ained. E lite wom en's  
preceptions changed very little as a result of the war. Their status, 
gender relations and race relations rem ained relatively stable. Both 
primary and secondary sources have been exam ined. The bibliography 
includes a list of the diarists and historians relevant to the topic.
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Introduction
The Am erican Civil W ar transform ed the South. The  
agricultural prosperity of the antebellum  South, which rested on 
land ownership and slaves and which had established an aristocratic  
culture, crumbled under the pressure of war, blockade and 
reconstruction. Before the war, wealth and refinem ent divided  
Southern society into classes. The  elite class controlled the 
politics and social conventions of the region with the g e n e ra l 
consent of the yeom anry. In the social hierarchy everyone knew  
their place and duty within the community. By losing the war, the  
elite  aristocratic p lanter class lost the d eferen ce  of the yeom an  
class, their s la v e s , and tem porarily their w ealth  and power. The  
Republican Congressional Reconstruction policy excluded form er 
s laveh o lders  and C o n fed era te  leaders from political participation. 
M en, who greatly influenced antebellum  Southern life, faced poverty  
and devastation following the war. The deference from former 
slaves evaporated as the newly freedpeople  exercised their 
independence given them  by the legal changes from Congress. The  
Union m ilitary governance enforced the em ancipation of the 
freedpeople and the degradation of the C onfederate  elite. The  
Southern elite under occupation and reconstruction no longer 
resem bled the aristocracy it had once been. During and after 
reconstruction, the p lanter class regained much of their form er
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economic power. Rather than owning the labor force, the planters  
earned their m oney by dividing their p lantations into plots and  
taking a share of the income earned by the tenant's labor. This new  
system  of farm ing w as called sharecropping. By preserving the  
altered plantation system , the elite preserved an altered Southern  
lifestyle.
W hile historians have evaluated the change for white m ale  
landowners and for freedpeople, less attention has been paid to the  
elite white w om en. How did the w ar affect elite wom en's status, 
the ir relationships with m en, and their relationships with and  
attitudes tow ards black people? Did the w ar and its alterations in 
w om en's lifestyle  perm anently  change w om en's perceptions  
concerning gender, fam ily and race? Did elite wom en view  the war 
as an opportunity to expand their rights? Or did they return to their 
dom estic sphere and perceive their relationships and status though  
the traditional h ierarchical social conventions of honor? Th is  essay  
investigates w om en's p lace, gender relations and race relations of 
Southern society during the antebellum  era, the w ar years and the  
reconstruction era  to find an answ er to these questions.
The  w om en in this essay w ere m em bers of the planter elite  
class which included the old aristocratic fam ilies  in the T id ew ater  
of Virginia, who owned hundreds of s laves working acres of cotton; 
as well as the Louisiana sugar planter's fam ily, who m aintained only 
tw enty slaves. Elite status thus m eant m ore than wealth although  
that was a part of the criteria. Elite status derived from the  
agricultural p lantation system  which included control over the lives
of everyone in Southern society including yeom an farm ers, artisans, 
m erchants, free blacks and poor whites. The planter elite 
determ ined the culture, economics and governm ent of the South.
M ales dom inated all aspects of Southern society. This social 
organization  is called  patriarchy. T h e  stratification of society  
under the powerful m ales of the planter class w as also reflected in 
the hierarchy of power on the plantation. The  patriarch ruled his 
dom ain with very little outside in terference. A wom an's status  
rem ained subordinate socially, econom ically, and legally to her m ale  
peers in the patriarchal hierarchy. H er socially proscribed role 
required that she devote her life to the love, care and m aintenance  
of the family, w hite and black, but especially  to the m aster or 
planter. Social conventions established the patterns of interaction  
and the expectations for every m em ber of Southern society from the  
richest m ale p lanter to the poorest fem ale  slave. The elite Southern  
w om en derived her self-identity and reputation from her obedience  
to social m ores which included submission to m ale dom ination.
Elite status gave the wom en power over their subordinates such as 
children and slaves. They expected deference from the lower 
classes and treated  them  with noblesse oblige. Elite status had its 
advantages which duty offset in the evolving role of wom en.
Elite w om en's own words preserved in diaries, letters and  
biographies o ffer the best assessm ent tools of the possible changes  
in their roles and perceptions. Southern elite wom en, most of whom  
had at least a rudim entary education, kept journals and corresponded  
with friends and relatives. These sources have been preserved in
library collections across the South and som e have been edited and 
published. This study used diaries of approxim ately ten elite w om en  
as well as three books of published letters written by elite fam ilies. 
The women used their journals as confidants or considered them  
legacies to their children. M any diarists recorded more than their 
daily experiences. Their opinions concerning events or people  
display the changes in their society.
In Southern Honor, historian B ertram  W y a tt-B ro w n  concludes  
that the code of honor was the keystone of Southern morality, 
behavior and ethics in this unequal society and that Southern society  
can best be understood through an evaluation of honor. Honor and 
slavery w ere so fundam ental to Southern life, he believes, that they 
could not be separated . How ever, the interaction betw een whites  
dom inated everyday life rather than relations with s laves .1 The  
ethics of Southern honor controlled every person and every class by 
community standards or social conventions. The  code of honor 
ordained a social hierarchical order not only between classes and  
races but also within the fam ily structure w hile establishing proper 
behavior and responsibility.
According to Kenneth S. G reenberg in M asters and S tatesm en: 
T h e  Political Culture of Am erican S lavery , "the way a society  
produces goods is closely connected to such cultural features as its 
religion, law, literature, science, m orality and politics . . . that 
socioeconom ic and cultural elem ents cam e together to form a 
m utually re inforcing w h o le ."2 Honor controlled the conduct of 
Southerners and w as thus "a m ajor com ponent in the political values
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and practices of slave society."3 Honor dem anded equality and 
independence for males of the planter class. The duel dem onstrated  
a gentlem an's  status and equality while exhibiting his freedom  from  
control by others. Southern society reacted to the Northern attacks  
on slavery as an affront to their honor, independence and equality  
which at the individual level would have meant a duel. G reen b erg  
believes that the Civil W ar resulted from a Southern fear of 
enslavem ent (loss of independent action) by the Republicans who 
gained control of the federal governm ent in 1860. W yatt-B row n and 
G reenberg agree that the war was not to preserve the institution of 
slavery alone but rather to defend their ethic of honor which  
included slave labor and independence.
O ther historians have concluded that the institution of slavery  
was the underlying cause. S lavery infiltrated social, political and 
economic thinking in both the North and the South. Northern  
abolitionists believed the im m orality and cruelty of bondage to be 
the issue but their views endured as a minority opinion. For 
Northern Republicans, the issue related to territorial expansion of 
free  labor, the political power of the planters and moral repulsion of 
human bondage. According to Eric Foner, the Republicans w ere anti­
slavery from the conviction that s lavery threatened the  
perpetualness of the Union because the slave labor system  operated  
so differently from the Northern free labor s y s t e m . 4 Economics  
overshadow ed m orality for most N ortherners concerning the issue of 
s la v e ry .
W hite  Southerners accepted slavery as a fundam ental
institution of their society. T h e  plantation lifestyle and econom y  
rested upon slave labor for its prosperity. T h e  em ancipation of 
slaves threatened the econom ic and also the social hierarchy  
especially for the lower class whites. The  issue of white suprem acy  
bound the  non-slaveholder with the slaveholder in their com m itm ent 
to the institution. Politically, S outherners felt th reatened  by 
Northern attem pts to contain slavery within the s lave states  
because they would becom e a powerless minority in the federal 
governm ent. Kenneth S. G reenberg believes that "in the context of 
Southern political m eanings, submission to a condition of inequality  
really m eant submission to a condition of slavery" of the South to 
N orthern power.5 "To protect the life they knew in the South, 
planters took their states out of the Union and created a new nation. 
M any w ere, at first, reluctant revolutionaries," Jam es  L. Roark w rote  
in M asters  W ithout S laves .6 "Revolution w as not raised for racial 
reasons . . .  or for profit's sake . . . slavery w as inviolable, 
u n co m p ro m isab le ."7  Southerners fought to secure their liberty and 
lifestyle, which they believed inseparable from  the ir labor system .
Y ears  of war ravaged the Southern economy and kept the  
C o n fed e ra te  cotton, the antebellum  econom ic staple, from world  
trade resulting in military and civilian shortages. G eneral Robert E. 
Lee and others concluded that the defeat derived from the scarcity  
of supplies and reinforcem ents not the lack of valor or patriotism in 
the South. Southern faith in the economic power of cotton to insure 
their victory proved faulty. The  Southern plantation society faced  
challenges beyond its ability to defend itself. T h e  patriarchal
control of society fa ltered. P lanters felt threatened not only by the  
North but also the changes in internal economics, class and race  
re la tio n s .8  The revolution to preserve their way of life failed even  
before military defeat forced G en era l Lee to surrender.
A common Reconstruction them e recounts the poverty and 
physical suffering of the Southern population dealing with the  
anguish of defeat and occupation. T h e  elite began the process of 
rebuilding Southern society by reviving antebellum  standards. T h e  
reputation of being a gentlem an rem ained param ount to one's status  
and Southerners still judged a gentlem an by his wealth and 
adherence to com m unity standards. Jam es Roark notes the financial 
difficulties of the planter class because of the devaluation of 
Southern land and cotton at the sam e tim e that planters bore the  
burden of extra taxes and frustrating labor relations. T h e  shortage  
of money and credit forced m any Southerners "out of the m anagerial 
class and into the ranks of labor," which had been considered an 
impossibility by earlier Southern gentlem en like John C. Calhoun.9  
Planters looked for professions for their sons because agriculture  
could no longer provide the status and wealth which had been the 
basis of antebellum  Southern life. Finding the m eans of earning a 
living affected everyone as poverty and physical labor proved  
"difficult for people conditioned to w ealth  and ease. . . . The  stigma 
of poverty and m anual work had not entirely d isappeared ."1 o
Political power becam e a state and national issue during 
Reconstruction. T h e  elite class believed them selves the proper 
authority for the control of society despite  their loss in the  war.
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G entlem en who attended state leg islatures in 1865  and 1866  
reestablished the plantation system  by enacting "black codes" to 
control labor. Elite Southerners, who w ere generally  Dem ocrat, 
expected to retain political control w hile the R epublicans intended  
to exclude them . Historian Frank J. W etta  investigated the political 
unrest in New O rleans during the sum m er of 1866. He found that the 
Louisiana scalaw ags (Southern Unionists) realized that the ex ­
rebels must be forced from political pow er before the passage of 
any civil rights legislation for blacks w as possible. Pow er, black  
equality  and revenge for ill-treatm ent by C onfederates  m otivated  
the scalaw ags. Historian Jam es M. M cPherson believes that the  
Republican Party w anted "absolute repudiation of secession, 
guarantees for the freedom  and civil rights of em ancipated  slaves, 
security and political power for Southern Unionists and at least 
tem p o rary  political d isqualification  of leading e x -C o n fe d e ra te s ."11 
M cPherson stated that Congress passed am endm ents to the  
Constitution which reduced the autonom y of the states and increased  
federal power. Congress refused to adm it Southern representatives  
in 1865  and under the Reconstruction Acts established m ilitary  
districts to govern Reconstruction w hile  nullifying the  existing  
Southern governm ents and reducing the form er C onfederate  states to 
territories. "The Republican com m itm ent to black rights had never 
been deep. Only the party's radical wing had supported racial 
equality with genuine conviction, and by 1874  the conviction of 
som e had been shaken. The revolutionary achievem ents of the war 
and reconstruction," historian Jam es M cPherson w rote, "owed more
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to an ti-S outhern  than to pro-b lack m otivation."1 2 According to Eric 
Foner, the transform ation of the Southern social and econom ic order 
during Reconstruction resulted from the m anipulation of state and 
local governm ents by black and white groups for their own self- 
in te r e s t .1 3 Poverty and the loss of political power w ent hand in 
hand as the white elite faced a world turned upside down.
W om en 's  historians investigated the lives of w om en in this 
changing Southern culture. The  code of honor with its hierarchy, 
entitlem ents and conventions affected women as much as the  
planters. E lizabeth Fox-G enovese contends that slavery and its 
agricultural base kept the antebellum  South from urban growth and 
m aintained a distinct social hierarchy. In W ithin the P lantation  
Household: Black and W hite W om en of the Old South, she argues that 
Southern w om anhood developed a distinctly d ifferent culture from  
N ortheastern wom en because w om en’s lives revolved around a hub of 
household production —  one which no longer existed in the North. 
T h e  Northern system had developed a bourgeois individualism and 
separa te  spheres as part of its capitalistic labor system . F o x -  
G enovese claim s that the South did not have a "separate sphere" for 
w om en nor an urban network which w as so essential to developing a 
w om en's culture in the North. T h e  economic differences also  
affected  fam ilies. The m aster retained suprem e authority in the  
fam ily, household and production. In F o x -G en o vese 's  fram ew ork  
w om en w ere so isolated on their plantations and so subordinated  
within the household that a separate  w om en’s culture could not 
develop. Most Southern w om en’s historians do not agree  with F o x -
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G enovese. Although Fox-G enovese correctly assesses that farm s and  
plantations w ere more secluded, som e elite Southern w om en lived in 
towns at least part of the tim e, som e belonged to w om en's  
associations and most developed close life-long relations with other 
w om en. Even plantation m istresses m aintained extensive  
correspondence and visiting arrangem ents with fem ale  friends and 
fam ily. The  distance betw een plantations and the social hierarchy  
affected  w om en's lives, but Southern fem ale  society developed  
around those disadvantages.
T h e  ethics and behavior of the code of honor established the  
image of a proper Southern lady. W ives, children and servants w ere  
dependents within the fam ily hierarchy and w ere required to 
dem onstrate respect and submission to the m ale head of the
household. Anne Firor Scott described a subm issive wife as one
"whose reason for being w as to love, honor, obey and occasionally  
am use her husband, to bring up his children and m anage his 
household" in exchange for his protection.1 4 Scott wrote, "I cam e to
understand that southern w om en in the years before 1860  had been
the subjects -- perhaps the victim s -- of an im age which w as at 
odds with the reality of their lives. This im age w as w eakened but 
not destroyed by the experiences of the Civil W ar and  
R e c o n s tru c tio n ."1 5 She also believes that the w ar caused a major 
status change for wom en as they entered paid work in the public 
s p h ere .
Not all historians agree  with Scott's analysis of an improved  
status for w om en. Suzanne Lebsock, in The Free W om en of
P e te rs b u rg , argues that wom en had more autonom y and public 
involvem ent during the antebellum  era than is generally  recognized. 
She believes that although slavery may have deterred the  
developm ent of an organized wom en's m ovem ent such as that evolved  
from abolition, "the South w as at least occasionally open to new  
ideas about wom en's capacities and w om en's roles."1 6 Lebsock sees  
actual change in w om en's status before the w ar which was lost in 
the poverty following the war.
In their books written over a decade after Scott's book, G eorge  
C. Rable and Jean E. Friedman contend that the w ar did not cause a 
dom estic revolution and that w om en’s traditional roles rem ained  
intact within the limiting confines prescribed by honor. Rable  
agreed that wom en moved farther into the public sphere but believes  
that they continued to uphold Southern honor and the elitism of their 
class. The "fundam ental conservatism , often based more on habit 
than on ideology, . . . proved to be more flexible than anyone might 
have expected."1 ~f Friedm an believes that because of the kinship and 
evangelica l com m unity bonds inherent in Southern patriarchal 
society, wom en did not develop a separate culture or assert an 
independence. "Group consciousness tends to identify with fam ily  
and community rather than with sex."1 8 She believes that the family  
and church bound w om en in "the enclosed garden" of tradition well 
after the war. M ale  dom inance, family bonds and community  
rem ained stable preventing a  radical change in w om en's roles and  
career opportunities vanished with the surrender. The  inadequacy of 
their educations further depressed their ability to find adequ ate
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paying jobs. Fam ilial and community values continued to restrain  
fem a le  autonomy.1 9
W om en’s acceptance of societal prescriptions and  
relationships is very  com plex and individual but it is also  
conditioned by social norms. The change in an individual w om an’s 
life might depend upon her husband's ability to work and support the  
fam ily, on her personality and ambition, and on her location and 
economic situation. Every Southern w om an integrated personal 
tendencies and inclinations with com m unity socia lization  into her 
attitudes and activities.
This thesis argues that w om en accepted their subordinate  
position in the Southern social hierarchy and that although they  
m ade m ajor adjustm ents while adapting to war conditions, w om en  
chose  to return to a patriarchy sim ilar to that of the antebellum  era  
follow ing the surrender. Southern w om en responded to necessity  
w hen they stepped beyond their dom estic role to fulfill 
responsibilities left by their men who rode off to war. They never 
intended to revolutionize their society. Because w om en’s social and 
econom ic status firm ly rested on m ale support and protection, the  
elite ladies rem ained true to their class and their race. Com m unity  
standards developed from ancient chivalry codes w ere ingrained into 
the Southern h ierarchical lifestyle patterns and becam e a m ajor 
elem ent in w om en's acceptance of their place in the conservative  
society. Southern honor penetrated every aspect of Southern life 
including the interactions of individual w om en and thus greatly  
affected Southern wom en's reaction to not only their own men but
1 3
also Northern men and the w ar itself. Honor affected their 
association with s laves and also the persistence of racism after the  
war. Tradition and upbringing rem ained strong determ inants in 
wom en's status and perspective following the upheaval of war.
This thesis exam ines elite Southern w om en's status and 
perspectives. Chapter 1 explores the legal and economic aspects of 
their status. English Common Law which had been transported to the  
United States encoded the dependence of wom en and form alized the  
hierarchy of Southern honor. S ince wom en w ere excluded from  
political power, protection of w om en's rights rested on those most 
likely to dem and com plete subordination. T h e  dependence of wom en, 
which was re-enforced by law and poor education, also kept them  
from econom ic self-sufficiency. W om en w ere econom ically  
dependent though not idle. As subordinate m em bers of society, 
w om en received their status from their relationships with m en. 
C hapter 2 exam ines those relationships through the m ajor turning  
points in a wom an's life: childhood; adolescence and courtship; and
adulthood and m arriage to discuss the gender relations of Southern  
elite w om en. Th is  chapter illustrates how gender relations  
conform ed to com m unity standards inherent in the code of Southern  
honor. C hapter 3 investigates the changes in relationships betw een  
elite white w om en and blacks. M istresses lived in close association  
with slaves within the hierarchy of honor which established a 
pattern of race relations in Southern society. The Civil W a r freed  
the slaves, but the races continued to work together. R ace relations  
rem ained an im portant elem ent in elite w om en's lives. The thesis
concludes with a belief that the Civil W ar and Reconstruction  
resulted in an intense hatred by m any Southern wom en for the  
Y ankees but very little change in the wom en's perception about their 
role in their society. Southern w om en returned to the hierarchy and 
fam ilial com m itm ent inherent in the tenets  of honor. O ut of 
financial necessity elite w om en entered  a more public sphere but 
continued to identify them selves through their fam ily. A hierarchy  
based on honor continued to dictate gender relations and race 
relations. Southern elite w om en believed them selves superior to 
blacks throughout their lives. M ost m istresses happily relinquished  
the responsibility of slaveholding but considered their b lack, hired  
servants very little different from s laves. D efeat and agricultural 
decline econom ically changed the South and the lifestyle of the elite 
but the status of w om en, their gender relations and race relations  
rem ained quite stable as Southern conservatism  reestablished the  
social conventions of honor following the war.
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Chapter 1 
Legal and Economic Status
In Southern society, law and econom ics buttressed wom en's  
dependence on men. The code of honor established a patriarchal 
hierarchy which men reinforced by enacting discrim inatory laws. 
T h e  legal system subordinated wom en by denying married wom en a 
separate  existence from their husbands and giving the control of 
their property, income and inheritances to their m en. The  law thus 
econom ically subordinated w om en to their husbands reinforcing the 
socially accepted ranking of individuals in the society and fam ily.
This chapter exam ines the legal and economic status of e l i t e  
Southern w om en and how they view ed their status before, during 
and after the Civil W ar. The  findings here support the argum ent 
that elite w om en's status did not change significantly. Their le g a l 
and econom ic status rem ained linked to and dependent upon that of 
their m ale relatives. Antebellum  social conventions which had 
prohibited "ladies" from working outside the home w eakened  
follow ing the w ar as fam ilies adjusted to economic ruin. Southern  
ladies took advantage of expanded opportunities for education and 
sought paid em ploym ent as more wom en needed to support their 
fam ilies . M others raised their daughters to consider the value of an 
education in the event that they might need to support them selves  
and their fam ilies. Although w om en rem ained legal dependents,
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they  fought for jobs to fulfill the ir fam ilia l responsib ilities  during  
a regional economic depression. Southern society and its 
conventions slowly evolved in response to the economic and 
political changes during Reconstruction but the conservatism  of 
Southern society preserved m arriage and motherhood as wom en's  
proper role. Fam ily rem ained the base unit of Southern society and 
the nucleus of wom en's legal and economic identity.
W om en's  legal status reflected the gender hierarchy in 
Am erica. S ta te  laws secured Southern  w om en's subservient status  
to m ale domination through coverture law. This m ade the couple 
one entity represented by the husband. He legally controlled her 
property, slaves and income. Honor and patriarchy established a 
wom an's social status by her m arriage, yet, as h is to rian  Bertrum  
W yatt-B ro w n  states, "it is a curious but not unexpected fact that 
w hereas w om en's social existence largely depended upon her being 
m arried, her legal identity ended the m oment the cerem ony was  
p e rfo rm e d ." i A w om an's property lay open to confiscation by her 
husband's creditors because he had the power to pledge it as 
security in his business dealings.
H istorian  S uzanne Lebsock found in searching Petersburg, 
V irg in ia  records that w om en occasionally  received sep ara te  estates  
under equity law as a m eans to protect property from husbands and 
creditors. This legal loophole set aside property for her benefit 
although the docum ent of conveyance may have given her little 
control of its m anagem ent. T h e  objective in giving w om en separate  
estates  w as protection of property and fam ily not the em pow erm ent
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of wom en. In contrast to married wom en, widows and spinsters, as 
single people, had legal identities and controlled their property. 
Lebsock found that single wom en used separate estates as a form of 
legal protection for other w om en more often than men. Typically,
"it w as only after the husband had dem onstrated his inability to 
stay out of debt that a separate  estate was created."2 Husbands  
occasionally  established sep ara te  estates  for their w ives accepting  
the loss of their power for the economic security which they could 
not attain them selves in the highly volatile econom ic conditions in 
which they lived.3
In addition to the legal obstructions of coverture, wom en had 
lim ited opportunity to secure divorces in the antebellum  South.
Judges believed that society would lose its s teadfast character if
its fam ily base appeared to lack solidity. North C aro lina Chief 
Justice  Thom as Ruffin "em phatically  re jected claim s that
individual "rights" to happiness -- m ale or fem ale  -- should take  
precedence over social stability." Justice Richm ond M. Pearson  
stressed the m ale authority intrinsic in Southern society and the  
subordination of w om en in their m arital obligations.4 Legislators
and judges preferred an orderly society based on m ale power to the  
protection of wom en's safety and security and s ta te  leg is la tu res  
conform ed to that standard by restricting divorce.
R epressive divorce laws resulted in cases w here w om en lived 
in dangerous, vulnerable situations. Husbands could c o m m i t  
unrestrained dom estic v io lence and ignore the ir m arital 
responsibilities. A lthough it w as illegal for a man to kill his wife,
cases of domestic violence occurred. These  cases did not usually 
appear in court because m ale fam ily m em bers, particularly  
brothers, handled the situation frequently using vio lence against 
th e  b r o t h e r - i n - l a w . 5  Those who did seek legal redress might be 
granted separations rather than a divorce. For exam ple, V irginia did 
not recognize cruelty, according to Suzanne Lebsock. The only 
grounds for divorce w ere im potence, bigam y and "idiocy" until 
1 8 4 8 . 6  W om en's journals and letters revealed that cruelty could 
take many forms. DeW itt W ilson brought a slave girl as his 
concubine into his wife's hom e, which she brought into the  
m arriage. W hen Nancy W ilson com plained, DeW itt threw her off the 
property and sold the estate. Nancy spent four years in legal 
efforts to protect her property and to obtain a divorce but did 
eventually  receive a favorable  decision.? Southern courts generally  
decided in the husband’s favor upholding the hierarchy of honor and 
the conservatism  of Southern society. The courts even gave the  
custody of the children to the father because "by com m on-law  
tradition in regard to m ale property rights, children w ere  
considered to be possessions of the head of household" and his 
responsibility to support. "A husband could forfeit his 
respectability  by gross and sham eless 'm isconduct' or 'm isfortune' 
and thereby lose such a suit."8
A second exam ple of the difficulties of divorce and child 
custody occurred in Kentucky in Septem ber 1859. Sarah Kennedy  
Burnam sued Harrison Burnam for divorce claim ing he defrauded her 
of her property by taking its control and profit. She also accused
him of life threatening , cruel treatm ent which w as a suitable basis  
for divorce. Sarah stated that Harrison's "intercourse" with the  
slave wom en had been "so disgusting and obscene as to render him 
totally unfit to be the guardian or controller of her young son & her 
infant daughters. She asked for custody of her children and 
econom ic redresses, including control over her own s laves ."9 
Testim ony of w itnesses did not prove that Harrison had acted in an 
abusive m anner and she did not have the testim ony of two 
w itnesses to corroborate her accusation that he com m itted adultery  
with a slave wom an. The judge ruled that S arah 's accusations w ere  
not proven and that their continued cohabitation disproved her fear 
of her husband's violent nature. He denied the divorce and 
reaffirm ed the legal bondage of married wom en. "She is still the  
wife of Appellee, he is responsible for her m aintenance, and is 
entitled to all her personal estate —  if she has any m oney or 
acquires any thereafter it is his."i 0
The law, thus, restricted wom en's econom ic independence by 
giving the husband control of the family m oney. M any Southern  
ladies experienced  frustration and em barrassm ent in their econom ic  
relations with their husbands. M ary Chesnut com plained that having 
to ask for money was humiliating. "Money ought not to be asked for, 
or given to a man's wife as a gift. Something must be due her, and 
that she should have, and with no growling and grumbling nor 
warnings against w aste and extravagance. . . . Nothing but the 
direst necessity drives her to speak of an em pty purse."i 1 Other 
Southern wom en refused to m eekly comply with their husband's
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decisions which caused serious problem s within their m arriages  
according to Suzanne LebsockJ 2 N evertheless, the law  
econom ically  subordinated wom en in the m arriage; while at the  
sam e tim e, social conventions dem anded that w ives contribute to 
the fam ily economy. Beside their property, w om en w ere expected to 
contribute their labor to the household.
An elite w om an most often assum ed the arduous dom estic role 
of mistress, either on the plantation or in town. Society  expected  
w om en to work in the household, yet their economic contributions  
to the family was hidden as "fem ale duty" or "helping out" in a 
husband's business. M istresses m anaged their household's  
production and reproduction from morning to bedtim e with very  
little training for the job. W om en oversaw  virtually every activity  
around the household such as washing and ironing clothes, 
butchering and preserving m eat, tending the garden, feeding and  
watering the anim als, cooking and baking, dairy production, and even  
em ptying the cham ber pots.1 3 Although most elite wom en had 
slaves to do the actual physical labor, w om en contributed  
econom ically to the fam ily through their household m anagem ent. 
Sally  M cC arty  P leasants  believed the plantation wife to be the "real 
b urden-bearer of the com m unity."1 4 Elizabeth Em bree Rogers, a 
teacher from Philadelphia, believed that Southern wom en bore most 
of the labor and that men, although cordial and generous, w ere often 
lazy  filling their lives with hunting and social p le a s u r e s . ^  5 in  
divorce cases, w itnesses testified to the diligence of w ives in 
m eeting their household responsibilities as a m atter of character.
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S arah Burnam ’s divorce case included depositions attesting to 
Sarah's keeping the household and property productive and the 
slaves healthy. T h e  witnesses considered Sarah a lady "but even her 
status could not protect her from the necessity of working like a 
s la v e  to m aintain  the ir lifesty le ."1 6 P lan ta tio n  m is tresses  
invested considerable tim e and energy, som etim es at the expense of 
their health, to m aintain the estate which they w ere unable to 
legally control.
Southern culture repudiated the idea of "Ladies" working  
outside the home. Som e wom en asserted their independence and  
endangered their social status by taking paid em ploym ent. W hen  
Elizabeth M eriw ether's  parents died, her brother, Tom Avery, tried  
to support his three sisters. E lizabeth w anted to teach and began a 
school in the dining room to earn an extra income. Tom worried that 
the school might com prom ise the fam ily dignity. "At that tim e  
[1846] it was deem ed a disgrace in the South to permit the wom en  
of a gentlem an's fam ily to work."1 7  Teaching was, however, one of 
the few socially acceptable positions open to wom en because "the 
schoolroom seem ed a safe and proper place for wom en to practice  
th e ir nurturing sk ills ."1 8 W om en teachers earned very low wages  
which kept most of them  from making it a career.
In Petersburg, V irg inia, Suzanne Lebsock found that more 
w om en operated  businesses profitably in the antebellum  period than  
has previously been assum ed. Fem ale  enterprises often involved  
service such as dressm aking, retail foods, inns and boardinghouses  
and, of course, prostitution. Lebsock does not assess how m any of
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the working w om en w ere down on their luck elite wom en, but she 
did find "there w ere a great m any m ore m arried, m iddle-class  
wom en who contributed directly to fam ily  earnings than the census  
re v e a ls ."1 9 M illinery proved to be the most prosperous fem ale  
businesses.
W hite  fem ale  entrepreneurs often started or carried on their 
businesses as w idows and continued their work after rem arriage. 
Caroline Kennedy protected her business with a m arriage contract 
when she r e m a r r i e d . 2  0 She also taught her daughters the millinery  
business at which they worked after their m arriages and children. 
To maintain their businesses, women had to have people to help out 
in the home but "very few enterprising w om en m ade enough to 
support a full retinue of domestic servants." Most w om en gave up 
their careers not because they lost status but because it was  
necessary to work so hard in the home. They did not seek paid work 
because it "did not generate enough income to allow them  to hire
labor to replace them selves at hom e."21
Suzanne Lebsock concludes that w om en m ade economic  
decisions and property distributions based on a value system  which  
considered personal relations and need. W om en continued working  
as long as it did not interfere with fam ily need and they distributed
their property according to the needs of the recipient.
Elite w om en's legal and econom ic status in the antebellum  
period reenforced the hierarchy of Southern honor. M ale  dom ination, 
although pervasive, proved to be flexible in individual cases of 
m arried w om en. Equity law offered the protection of property and
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fam ily from w astrel husbands and their creditors. G enerally , 
how ever, m arried w om en's status rested firm ly in their 
subordination to their husbands because the economic control of 
property and production was his by law and custom. Society  
expected w om en to contribute to the fam ily unit. The  Civil W ar  
loosened the dependence of wom en and forced them to assum e even  
greater econom ic responsibility for their fam ilies.
W om en 's  legal status under the C onfederacy differed little 
from the early years . The Confederate States of Am erica  
established their legal system from that of the United S tates  and 
although they changed the structure of their federal governm ent, 
most of the laws concerning w om en's status, such as coverture, 
property laws and divorce, w ere state statutes and still applied. 
During the war, with the husbands gone, divorce w as alm ost 
nonexistent.
Union occupation brought changes in the legal situation such 
as the necessity to obtain passes for travel, and the confiscation of 
property. For exam ple, the arm y instituted laws to m aintain their 
control of the population and contraband goods. Individuals needed  
to show a pass and submit to a search to go through the lines 
regardless of sex. Sarah Morgan received a pass to visit her friend  
Philly Nolan. T h e  pass stated that "Parties holding it are considered
to give their Paro le  not to give information, countenance, aid or
support to the So called Confed. S." Sarah felt it did not apply to
her, "as I did not apply for it, agree to the stipulation or think it by
any m eans proper, I dont consider it binding."2 2 Belle Edmondson
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crossed the lines as a smuggler. She often carried mail into 
M em phis to be sent to fam ilies in the occupied territories of the 
South. "W e cam e through white Pickets. I think we will not try 
them again —  the Negroes are ten tim es more len ient."2 3 |n April, 
1864, G enera l S tephen Hurlburt ordered Belle ’s arrest for smuggling 
and letter passing. She escaped on som eone else's pass.2 4 w h en  
U. S. G eneral W illiam  T. Sherm an occupied Memphis, he expelled  
Elizabeth Avery M eriw ether from the town because she refused to 
cease com m unications with her husband in the C onfederate  army. 
"The O rder is to get out of town in 24  hours. If you are found inside 
Federal lines after tom orrow, you will be thrown in prison."2 5 The  
order severely limited the food, clothing and household item s she 
could take beyond the lines. Union officers used their legal control 
of the lines to stop women from relieving the suffering in the South 
due to the blockade.
A nother legal problem which Southern elite w om en faced  
during occupation involved confiscation of their hom es and property. 
A friend of Belle Edmondson's, Mrs. Fackler, took in a house full of 
Y ankee boarders hoping to avoid being removed. Cornelia McDonald  
succum bed to Y ankee pressure and on several occasions her 
husband's office was used as a headquarters. E liza b e th  M e riw e th er  
faced G eneral Sherm an, over the confiscation of h e r  property. Since 
coverture rem ained the law of the land, the G eneral believed that 
all the land belonged to the husbands and he had a right to 
confiscated "rebel" property. The  G eneral wanted to know why she 
had allowed her husband to join the rebel army. E liz a b e th ’s reply
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strongly stated the obvious: "By all the laws you men have made . . .
I had no power to keep my husband out of the a r m y ." 2  6 Elizabeth's  
downtown property w as an econom ic investm ent from which she  
received rent. Her tenants lied to the Y ankees about the amount of 
the rent and kept half back which she received when she sneaked  
into M em phis to pay her taxes and collect som e outstanding debts.
The  Confederate S tates of Am erica relied heavily on the  
economic resources of its w om en. W om en who had been totally 
dependent on their m ale re latives took control of the fam ily  
finances and decision m aking. "I am a planter for the first time," 
w rote a newly "independent" Southern w om an. "I insist upon myself 
being very energetic and making an appearance of knowing more 
than I do."2 7 These brave words underscored many wom en's  
attem pts to do their best, with very little. "P lantation husbands  
obviously believed their w ives could handle the plantations in their 
absence. Not one would have voluntarily left had he not thought his 
wife could take care of both the crops and the slaves. And women's  
perform ance largely substantiated the men's faith. . . .  It was  
largely under their m anagem ent that the form idable adjustm ent was  
m ade from cotton to food production," wrote historian Jam es L. 
R o a r k . 2  8 W om en, like M ary Pugh of Louisiana, did not see  
them selves  as "new Southern wom en" infiltrating m ale dom ains but 
took charge as a necessity and looked forward to the end.2 9 
Inflation and profiteering a ffected  the ability of w om en to m aintain  
production on plantations.
Problem s increased as the w ar progressed. W om en wrote to
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their husbands about the shortage of workers and money. "I thought 
I would get a man in your place, but I have failed. I could get plenty 
of men if I knew what to do and how much you would be willing to 
pay. . . .  I can't get anything attended to with out the money . . .  it is 
getting low with m e ."3 0 High prices kept wom en from buying food 
stuffs, such as eggs, m eat, butter and flour, which they could not 
raise them selves. "I did not have a cake for tim es were so hard so I 
celebrated with ironing. I hope by next birthday w e will have peace  
in our land so that I can have a nice d inner."31 Even when women  
had money, the biggest problem was finding enough food. Elizabeth  
M eriw ether felt com pelled to steal corn from a field when the m ale  
ow ner refused to sell her a few  ears. P lantation m istresses planted  
food crops rather than cotton but the blockade still resulted in 
hunger and poverty. "A lady told me yesterday that she fattened  
daily on C onfederate  fa re —  for, since she could obtain no useless  
luxuries, her health, heretofore poor, has becom e perfect," V irginia  
Clay wrote her husband in Novem ber, 1864. V irg in ia  believed  that 
few  w om en com plained while learning to eke out a living after 
years of l u x u r y .3 2 M ary Chesnut found a different economic 
opinion.
In Columbia one day I met Mrs. S. grieving over the loss of her clothes, 
her trunk gone astray hopelessly. 'You go on as if you had lost a child,' I 
said, and she retorted: 'No indeed! There's no embargo on children down 
here, but clothes once gone are gone forever. One can make shift to live 
without children, but how can one do without decent clothes?33
M ary, herself, also criticized the economic changes. "W e are like
the fam ilies of whom the novels say, poor but honest. In fact, we
are well-neigh beggars. Sham e, disgrace, beggary, all at once. They
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are hard to bear."3 4
Most women adapted and bartered for necessary goods and 
services. E lizabeth M eriw ether, as a refugee, traded her sky blue 
gown for Rockaway wagon repairs and her husband's tobacco 
allotm ent for veg etab les  and dairy products.3 5 Mary Chesnut also 
traded her clothes for food. Cornelia M cDonald who had ten barrels  
of flour secretly traded with Y ankee  soldiers for sugar, coffee and
fat bacon.3 6
W om en used w hatever talent they had to earn an income. 
Elizabeth M eriw ether saw  an offer in the new spaper to write a 
novel with the prize m oney being $500. She called her novel ab o u t 
her experiences "The Refugee." The  editor contracted with her to 
write another story for $ 800  but the war ended the new spaper 
before she could be paid.3 7 Parthenia H ague used her crocheting 
ability to get hanks of thread which she wove into cloth. "I could 
crochet two capes per w eek besides discharging my school duties  
faithfully. I thus m ade two yards of cloth clear, as the thread was  
furnished for w hatever piece I crocheted ."3 8 The cloth she used to 
m ake clothing. Like Parthenia, M ary W atkins worked as a school 
teacher. She could have stayed on Forest P lace but preferred the  
small income and independence.3 9
Som e elite w om en, especially widows, w ent to Richmond to 
work for the governm ent.
Mrs. Bartow, the widow of Colonel Bartow who was killed at Manassas, is 
now in one of the departments here, cutting bonds, Confederate bonds, for 
five hundred Confederate dollars a year. A penniless woman. Judge 
Carroll, her brother-in-law, has been urgent with her to come and live 
with them. . . . she will not be a further burden to him . . . and she will be
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independent. She is a resolute little women.
Mary Chesnut and Mrs. Preston decided that they would not "stand up 
all day at a table and cut notes apart, ordered around by a 
departm ent clerk. W e  will live at home with our fam ilies and 
starve in body. Any homework we will do, any menial service under 
the shadow of our own roof. But in a departm ent? N e v e r ! " 4  0 
Luckily neither w as widowed and forced to take a job. The  
departm ent girls w ere "proper" w om en who had letters of 
recom m endation from clergy verifying their m oral character and  
financial distress. Enough "high born ladies of the land" becam e  
governm ent clerks to raise charges of favoritism  in h irin g .41
The  working experience caused by necessity did not instill a 
need for continued independence. The  qualm s about the impropriety 
of working outside the household rem ained strong after years of 
antebellum  socialization but social status and economic status no 
longer coincided as the w ar turn the rich into the poor. W om en  
accustom ed to living in luxury and refinem ent bartered their 
clothing, worked at hom e doing "slave chores" or found jobs in 
offices and schools. Poverty continued after the surrender while  
the elite  tried to rebuild their lives.
Peace returned to the land but the South had been changed.
M en returned to find their property, the foundation of elite status, 
ravaged by war. Poverty and defeat caused a despondency affecting  
everyone. The elite  Confederates began rebuilding their society  
reasserting the social conventions of Southern honor. W om en united 
with the men of their class and race in rebuilding their region.
The legal situation for wom en changed slightly following the
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war. The laws of coverture still transferred  ownership of a 
wom an's property to her husband at the time of the m arriage and 
subsumed her legal status within his. Suzanne Lebsock found that 
"during the period 1861 to 1870, the frequency with which husbands  
nominated their w ives as executors of their wills went up. The  
frequency with which wives inherited som e property in fee  sim ple  
[without restrictions], however, went down. And there w as a 
dram atic, puzzling decline in the proportion of wills w ritten by 
wom en" in P etersburg , V i r g i n i a .4  2 Lebsock did not determ ine the 
cause of this change. Perhaps the m en's distribution of the postwar 
devalued property w as sim ilar to the antebellum  era when men who 
held less property more often chose their wives as executors.
Historian V ictoria  Bynum believes that changes in North  
Carolina divorce laws and patterns indicate a "greater gain for men 
in marital contracts." T h e  revised North C arolina divorce statutes  
of 1871 -72  "encouraged wom en to rem ain in m arriages by allowing  
them  to sue for alim ony without suing for divorce or separation of 
bed and board." The  revision favored husbands by allowing either 
sex to be sued for divorce based on adultery but wom en must also 
prove abandonm ent. "The grounds for obtaining a legal separation  
w ere apparently designed for wom en much as absolute divorces  
w ere for men." M en w ere seen as individuals while women  
continued to be defined as m em bers of f a m i l i e s .4  3 The statistics  
show that betw een 1860  and 1880 men "fled m arriages that had 
been crippled by w ar, social chaos and economic d e p r e s s i o n . "4 4 in 
the first few years  im m ediately follow ing the w ar, North C aro lina
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men petitioned for divorce on the grounds that during the war their 
wives had "gone-bad" committing adultery with wild a b a n d o n . 4  5 
T h e  state rather than continuing to protect the family enforced  
laws requiring appropriate  individual behavior especially  fem a le  
fidelity. W om en rem ained in m arital, paternal bondage.
E lizab e th  M eriw e th er w rote a letter to the editor of th e  
Memphis Sunday A p p e a l on January 26, 1873 protesting a law  
proposed by Colonel Kerr which would m ake adultery the only 
grounds for divorce. She argued that w om en also needed protection  
from abusive husbands and that evidence of a husband's philandering  
often proved impossible to obtain. "The w ider scope of freedom  
given to men by custom . . . gives men permission to commit 
adultery with impunity. . . . The whole force of his proposed law . . . 
is aimed directly at wom en, is intended to put the wom en of 
Tennessee in a m ore inexorable thraldom  under their legalized  
m a s te rs ."46 Three  years later E lizabeth began a lecture career 
advocating legal equality for wom en. T h e  new spaper review  praised  
her com petence.
Referring to the operations of the law she classed men as the master and 
women the subject; the female half of the population inferior not only to 
the male half, but inferior to one-half of the five million negroes so 
recently lifted from the condition of slavery. . . .  A lady of acknowledged 
ability, she has proven herself a worthy advocate in defense of her sex 
against the operations of the law, which places her sex in the light of 
man's chattel.4 7
Southern w om en fought fem ale bondage but men also controlled  
them  by other m ethods.
Another reenforcem ent of w hite m ale dom inance took the  
extra-legal form of lynching. "The mythology of rape [of white
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wom en by black men]," wrote historian Suzanne Lebsock, "becam e a 
prom inent fea tu re  of white Southern thinking and justified the  
suppression of any form of black m ale assertion while denying all 
that women had learned and accom plished."4 8 M ale  relatives  
displayed a w om an’s humiliation or a lleged humiliation before the  
community dem anding that her and their honor be avenged. For the  
execution of the "rapist" and the protection of her honor, the wom an  
"would pay with a lifetime of subjugation to the men gathered in 
her behalf."4 9 Southern honor and its etiquette of chivalry proved  
her chastity at the cost of her freedom . H er loss of freedom  and 
legal chattel status w as reenforced by her economic dependence.
D efeat caused economic crisis across the South. E lite wom en  
who had taken paid work outside the hom e found them selves  
unem ployed and the plantation m istress found rebuilding the  
household without slaves or money an im m ense challenge. Anne  
Firor Scott argues that only when w ives contributed skills, 
encouragem ent and participation w ere men able to overcom e  
fin an c ia l d isas te r.5  0 Sallie Bird advised her daughter that "you 
must bear the burden of housekeeping bravely . . .  As for your 
washing . . . secure Caroline's services weekly . . . tell your Father . . 
. until he rallies a little more from poverty into which the w ar left 
us, I think we had better do with those [servants] we h ave ."51
G ertrude and Jefferson Thom as suffered alm ost total 
financial disaster. Jefferson ’s inept handling of their property  
exacerbated  the postwar poverty in the South. "I may be a strange 
wom an but I do not dislike the loss of property as much as I do the
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fact that it is my own fam ily who is having my husband sold o u t ."5  2 
The Clanton fam ily foreclosed on loans which the Thom as' could not 
pay back. After 1869, several notices for a Sheriff's sale of 
Thom as property appeared in the new spaper causing Gertrude  
em barrassm ent. She signed away all rights to her separate property  
attem pting to forestall d isaster and finally, G ertrude took a 
teaching position to contribute to the fam ily finances. M any  
m arried wom en w ere  forced by necessity to find paid work.
"The war had created a generation of wom en without men," 
w rote Anne Firor Scott, who believes that the change in 
dem ograph ics transform ed  w om en 's  culture.5 3 M ore women  
rem ained spinsters and widows than at any other tim e in Southern  
history. Forced by economic necessity, these single wom en looked 
for gainful em ploym ent in a  culture which raised form idable  
barriers against fem ale  independence. M any spinsters and widows  
took teaching positions despite inadequate preparation and 
discrim inatory pay. P lanter and widow S arah Hum phreys battled not 
only the e lem ents and chauvinist creditors but also her brother, who 
tried to preserve her place as a dependent lady.5 4 Sarah, facing the  
grim realities of the N ew  South, struggled for econom ic security  
and independence. The  tension betw een necessity and social 
custom s led Sarah to the fight for equal rights and wom an's  
suffrage. H er brother’s death in 1892  "m arked the dissolution of the  
final personal sym bol of the paternalistic social order against 
which she reb e lled ."5 5
Economic necessity forced wom en to find paid work and to
dem and better educational opportunities. School teaching began the  
professionalization  of Southern w o m e n . 5  6 o th e r wom en, whose 
grandm others would have sw ooned with em barrassm ent if their 
nam e appeared in the new spaper, earned their livelihood by their 
journalistic efforts. S arah  M organ w rote articles for the  
Charleston, S. C., Daily N ew s and after the merger, the New s and 
C o u rie r . She pursued a writing career for the money. Sarah married 
the editor, Francis W arrington Daw son, and there after influenced  
her husband's thinking and his editorship. Father "rarely if ever 
took a decisive step in his public career without first requesting  
her opinion," W arrington Daw son wrote of his p a r e n t s . 5  7 Elizabeth  
A very M eriw ether published T h e  Tablet, a h ighly co n tro vers ia l 
weekly newspaper. "W hen the T a b le t  died in O ctober 1872  several 
newspapers . . . seized the occasion as one to decry radical opinions 
and w om en's interference in 'spheres' appropriate only to m e n . "5 8 
E lizabeth , alw ays independent and feisty, wrote scathing replies to 
the criticism s. Her first novel The  M aster of Red Leaf had to be 
published in England because the Northern publishers would not 
print a book with strong Southern tones in 1872 but the book  
reviews she recalled w ere favorable. She wrote several novels and 
also a history of the w ar from the Southern point of view, Facts and 
Falsehoods About the W a r of the S ixties, which replied to w hat she 
saw as the bias of Republican history concerning Abraham  Lincoln 
and Reconstruction. W h eth er m arried or single, "ladies" worked  
outside the home necessitating a reassessm ent of how a lady must 
behave.
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Southern society rem ained conservative  and hierarchical in  
the last decades of the nineteenth century. Elite wom en  
participated in a system  that retained their race and class privilege  
while at the sam e tim e m aintaining a sexual hierarchy. W om en  
received their status as m em bers of fam ilies with the social, 
econom ic and legal conventions reenforcing their subordinate  
position to their men. Southern honor and patriarchy affected  
w om en's status even following the Civil W ar but econom ic change  
loosened the restrictions under which wom en lived. E lite  w om en  
enlarged their public role by expanding the dom estic sphere socially 
and economically. A lady could retain her place in society even  
though she m erged her fam ily responsibility with the outside world. 
M any wom en em braced the changes in status, such as E lizabeth  
A very M eriw ether, who assailed  the  legal discrim ination against 
w om en and cam paigned for equal rights and suffrage. Her speeches  
and writings try "to reconcile the two conflicting im ages of 
w om anhood, the veneration of Southern white w om en with its 
p edesta l im agery versus the  w om en's rights activ ist."5 9 Others 
reverted  to the social conventions of m ale dom ination allowing  
their husbands to solely provide for the fam ily and to protect them  
just as they had before the war. Most Southern elite wom en did not 
challenge the  conservative thinking of their society including the 
acceptance of their legal and econom ic subordination to their 
husbands. Fam ily rem ained the primary concern of Southern women.
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C h a p te r  2
Social Status and Gender Relationships
The relationships betw een elite Southern wom en and men  
during the nineteenth century could be very individualized, but they  
also shared certain social conventions. W om en's social and 
econom ic status firm ly rested on male support and protection, and 
the elite ladies adhered to com m unity standards developed from  
ancient chivalry codes of honor. Southern honor and the system of 
social hierarchies of gender, class and race affected the 
interactions and relationships of everyone. This chapter argues  
that w om en accepted their subm issive position to their men in the  
Southern social hierarchy. The  W ar changed the South, but it did 
not perm anently change wom en's status or gender relations. 
Southern wom en responded to necessity when they stepped beyond  
their dom estic role to assum e responsibilities left by their men 
who went off to w ar, but they never intended to revolutionize their 
society. Although they m ade major adjustm ents during the war, 
w om en chose to return to a modified patriarchy during 
Reconstruction. Ladies again assum ed a subordination to their 
husbands. M arriage and motherhood rem ained their socially 
accepted roles for w om en. Using diaries and journals, this chapter 
com pares the construction of gender status through the stages of 
the life cycle.
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Antebellum
An extended and interrelated fam ily structure form ed the  
foundation of the w ealthy planter class. M en and women alike 
found social prescriptions in the patriarchal code of honor which 
required the subordination of every person within the planter's  
realm. They perform ed duties and obligations based on those  
standards which w ere determ ined by the individual's place in the  
social h ierarchy. E lite  fam ilies accepted  the authoritative  ranking  
of the household. A hierarchy of pow er flowed downward but it 
ultim ately returned to the authority granted the m aster. The depth  
of that belief in m ale authority w as dem onstrated by a slave's  
com m ent to her m istress about "our M aster" referring to both 
wom en as his property.1
Respect and honor for the m aster and mistress constituted  
the core of children's early training. Young girls learned inner 
constraint and fem in ine values which included outward subm ission  
to m ale will and the importance of m arriage. Each person's values  
and expectations evolved from com m unity and fam ily relations and 
also from coercion to conform to com m unity standards. Courtship  
and m arriage focused women's lives on fam ily life. They learned  
their dual responsibilities to sustain the  fam ily unit, and produce  
children. W hile  altered by war, these aspects of wom en's lives 
proved res ilien t.
Family Relations
Southern girls learned their first lessons about relations
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with men in the family. Honor and the family structure joined  
together in their childhood training. As Myrtie Long Chandler 
reflected on her Georgian childhood:
Safety was the keynote of my life. My world was intrinsic and self- 
sufficient. Pa would always be its benevolent ruler; Ma its gracious 
spirit of beauty; my brothers bulwarks of strength and fascinating 
personalities. The servants would always be my friends who could 
smooth every path before me . . . My world could never change. 2
S outherners raised their children rather perm issively and  
encouraged all their young children to be aggressive. "Girls were  
raised w ithout much sexual d ifferentiation from their m ale peers," 
according to historian Bertrum  W yatt-B row n. "They too were  
indulged, fretted over, and given every opportunity to m ake  
d em an d s ."3 Girls hunted, fished and rode just like their brothers
developing courage in the sam e way. Parents refused to allow  
teachers to punish girls or boys because it "degraded their sense of 
personal integrity and honor."4 Fam ily pride and personal honor 
learned during the tomboy childhood reinforced a girl's courage  
against m ale aggression after puberty. Girls developed a deep  
personal and fam ilia l pride from their interaction with their 
parents and servants as a part of their ladyhood training as well.
Fam ilies  instilled into their daughters the myth of the  
perfect lady who was am iable, pious, innocent, hospitable and most 
of all subservient. They taught their daughters to aspire to 
community esteem  as honorable young ladies. E lizab e th  A very  
M eriw ether w rote about her m aternal relations, "It was a legend in 
the Rivers fam ily that the men w ere all brave and the wom en all 
chaste; I thought this division unequal. The men ought to have
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some of the chastity and the w om en som e of the bravery."5 Girls, 
like E lizabeth , occasionally questioned the myth and asserted a 
little independence but still protected their reputations by 
adhering to the social conventions.
Teach ing  children proper behavior often fell to the fathers as  
well as the mothers because they worked on the plantation in close 
proximity with their children. M any fathers  w orried about their 
children’s socialization and education which can be seen in the  
correspondence. Fathers often wrote their daughters at school 
concerning their diligence to their studies and good habits.
After years of being taught at home, young girls often 
attended schools where they learned the skills necessary to be a 
proper lady: gentility, g race, needlew ork, music, French and  
dancing. Academ ic subjects, such as history, geography and good 
literature, p repared  girls to be interesting conversationalists, a 
desirable accom plishm ent for attracting a husband. "A person is 
not fit to keep good com pany unless the mind is w ell-stored with 
useful inform ation. Intelligent people are a lw ays in request and 
their com pany desired," Dr. W atkins wrote to his daughter at 
school.6
W hile  som e education enhanced a girl's attributes, many  
people believed too much education could ruin her "feminine 
nature." Som e parents such as John and M ary Grim ke thought it 
preposterous for a girl to learn Latin, science, and higher 
m athem atics even though their daughter Sarah had an aptitude for 
learning and a great desire to join her brother's lessons and becom e
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a l a w y e r . 7  Sarah Grim ke attacked the degraded state of women's  
education in her Letters on the Equality of the S exes . In it she 
criticized society's em phasis on m arriage which "led to the neglect 
of her education which m eant not only that wom en failed to 
develop fully but that children w ere shortchanged in their 
educations which in the early years cam e from their m others."8 
O ther intellectuals also spoke on the inadequacy of w om en's  
education during the 1830s. Southern clergym en urged fathers  to 
educate their daughters not only to m ake them  better w ives but 
also to be better religious advisors and mothers.9 Fathers wanted  
the best futures for their daughters but the need for education was  
not a lw ays considered im portant.
In contrast, most Southern w om en believed that their 
academ ic training w as inadequate and im proved their m inim al 
educations by reading and studying their entire lives. Gertrude  
Thom as wrote, "I am inclined to think that w e are wrong as far as 
the education of our wom en is concerned. It is opted to be too 
superficial and our young girls leave school too soon. The  mind 
should be trained, disciplined for after all it is only laying the  
fo u n d a tio n ." ! o Sarah M organ bem oaned her lack of educational 
opportunity  after a philosophical discussion with Colonel G ustave  
A. Breaux:
[I] saw my shocking ignorance and pitiful inferiority so painfully evident 
. . .  I actually cried. Why was I denied and education that would enable me 
to be the equal of such men as Col. Breaux and the others? He says the 
woman's mind is the same as the man's, originally: it is only education 
that creates the difference. Why was I denied that education?i 1
Sarah attended school only ten months but read extensively in her
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father's library. Judge Morgan probably did not realize that Sarah  
felt inadequately educated since he lovingly provided his daughters  
with every advantage an elite young lady might need.
Letters betw een fathers and daughters indicate the mutual 
affection they shared. Daughters looked up to their fathers as  
stalwart sentinels and providers. Sarah Morgan, who believed  
herself to be her fa ther’s favorite daughter, ascribed to her father 
the power to "m ake our home happy" and the central force holding 
the fam ily to gether. 1 2 Judge Morgan provided for all of her wants 
and desires usually before she realized  them  herself.1 3 Other 
fa thers  also "spoiled" their daughters  with trinkets and personal 
attention. D aughters believed in their fa ther's  endless protection  
and love. Q uite  often the strength of the ties betw een father and 
daughter cam e out in diary entries m ade when the father died or 
suffered  adversity.
At the tim e of a father's death, brothers stepped into their 
father's  shoes to protect their sisters and mothers. Sarah Morgan  
w rote, "After all, w e would not be utterly helpless; with God in 
heaven, our brothers on earth, should we not be thankful?"1 4 The  
relationship betw een  sisters and brothers, while often deeply  
affectionate, also retained the gender hierarchy. Honor dem anded  
her dependence and his protection and support. His opinion of her 
could color her self-id entity .
Sarah M organ dearly loved all of her brothers, but the one to 
whom she felt the closest was H al, who was five years older.
Sarah wrote: "Hal thought I had a soul. . . . W hen a man of
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understanding converses with you as though you w ere rational, and  
had a soul to save, it unconsciously gives you a better opinion of 
y o u rs e lf ."1 5 Sarah referred to Hal often throughout her diary. She 
described how near to insanity she felt after he w as killed in a 
duel on April 30, 1861. Although she questioned the rationality of 
the duel of honor, Sarah esteem ed his courage and nobility. Her 
rem em brances often allude to his love and courage.
Belles and Beaux
M ale  re latives protected their w om en but in exchange they  
expected the girls to be chaste and honorable in their relationships  
with men. Fem ale  propriety converged with class values, honor and  
expectations in a girl's socialization. To protect a young lady's 
reputation, adults offered advice on proper behavior. Sarah  
W atkins w rote her s ix teen -year-o ld  daughter, Lettie , that she  
should refrain from any activity which might injure her character 
admonishing her for "sending her love" to a m ale acquaintance who 
would consider her action bold and have a low opinion of her.1 6 
Jam es Howard Edmondson wrote to his sister, Belle, to cease her 
association with Carlo Patti, who was "devoid of honor" because  
her reputation could be tarnished.1 7 Belle's aunt, Emily Perkins, 
also wrote to her recom m ending that she never mention him again  
because she had been told by a gentlem an that two ladies had 
already been ruined "by having received him." She also wrote, "Men 
are full of deception -- a young pure girl full of trust must be 
protected by those who love her."i 8
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Preserving  a belle 's reputation brought practical results. 
Society expected young ladies to marry and a ruined reputation  
would end any chances to find a suitable beau. Because of f a m i ly  
pride and personal honor, most belles behaved within the  
conventions of society. A few  succumbed to the charm s of a 
gentlem an and engaged in prem arital sex; but generally they  
recognized their vulnerability to m ale licentiousness and preserved  
their own reputa tions .1 9
T h e  social activities of elite young w om en revolved around  
finding a husband. The fam ily of a young lady introduced her to the  
"right kind" of young men. She attended parties, dances, hay rides, 
taffy pulls, and other events w here she might possibly find her 
beau ideal (perfect sw eetheart).
Som e belles delayed their m arriages or predicted they would 
not marry. E lizabeth Ruffin noted in her diary in 1827  that 
everyone hoped that she would m arry but she preferred  
independence to that "c h a rm in g  s e rv itu d e  under a lord and 
m a s te r ."2 0 Sarah Morgan felt that she was predestined to be a 
spinster taking care of a bachelor or widowed brother. In 
actuality, her reluctance to m arry may have been her independence  
and distaste for subservience to a lord and m aster, like Miss Ruffin 
many years before. That opinion, however, did not preclude her 
analysis of a  beau ideal: intelligent, noble, presentab le , honorable,
adm irable, am iable, cheerful, brave to m adness, courageous, and 
entitled by birth and education .21
Although most belles had a m ental im age of their beau ideal,
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m ate selection often depended upon economic and practical 
considerations. R ebecca Latim er Felton expressed the pragm atism  
in courtship. "If there was a prospect of plantation or slaves as a 
dowry there was a rush into matrimony."2 2 M ary Chesnut's friend  
Mrs. Huger had an even more pragmatic view of wedded bliss.
There is not six months difference between a beauty and an ugly women. . .
After the first year, no man can tell whether he married for love or 
money. It is what a women really is, not what he supposed her to be, that 
makes it good or bad for her in the end.
H er daughter replied that without beauty a wom an had a hard time
finding a husband to begin the first six months.2 3
Social conventions required that a lady display docility and
submission to men. As a child, a belle learned to defer to her
father and as a young lady, she transferred that deference to her
suitors and finally her husband.
Wives and Husbands
M arriages may have been m ade in heaven but it was the 
wom an's duty to m ake them  pleasant. In an open article in the 
Southern Literary M essenger, an educated man instructed his 
daughter that a wife's conduct alone determ ined the happiness or 
misery of the m arriage. Under no circum stances w as she to 
contradict her husband but rather always appear cheerful and loyal. 
She must properly regulate her housekeeping while improving her 
mind with reading. If she would not do all of these things, she 
could expect to lose her husband's love and live a sorrowful life.2 4 
W om en also ascribed to these views and passed them along to 
the younger generations reenforcing the subservient position of
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wives. W hen Sarah Haynsworth married John G ayle, her 
grandm other advised her that as wives "we need to retain the  
esteem  and affections of our h u s b a n d s ." 2  5 Sarah Gayle deeply  
worried about retaining her husband's love because she felt that 
"unless home is lit up by cheerfulness and good humor, it will lose 
its attraction to the kindest and best." Sarah G ayle wrote these  
words on maintaining a happy m arriage in her diary intended as 
instruction for her daughters.2 6 Mothers and grandm others  
believed it their duty to teach their daughters their role as dutiful, 
loving wives.
M en and women both regarded m arriage as a source of their 
happiness although happiness and m arriage are never guaranteed  
partners. Sarah W atkins wrote to her daughter, Lettie, in April, 
1852. "Girls think if they can get married their happiness is 
com plete. I can tell them  their troubles have just begun."2 7 Sarah  
Morgan also questioned the happiness in m arriage when she 
wondered about those holy unions which
degenerate into indifference, bickering and tears . . .  if women only 
considered for one minute all the awful responsibilities . . . and then could 
resolve to bear them come what will, there would be fewer unhappy 
marriages mentioned.2 8
M ary Chesnut's friend M rs. Singleton believed that domestic
felicity w as "blessed humbug" because men bullied their w iv e s 2 9
O n e  frequently m entioned obstacle to m arital bliss was the
presence of a sexual double standard. W om en faced ostracism for
im m orality while men w ere  seldom  punished for sexual
misconduct. M ary Chesnut noted that she had only ever seen two
men whose reputations suffered because of sexual situations. O ne
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w as a young officer whose offense she did not learn and the other 
Daniel Sickles, who w as condem ned not for killing Philip Barton  
Key in the duel but "because he condoned his wife's profligacy, and 
took her back."3 0 G ertrude Thom as criticized the standard. In a 
society in which a wom an is considered an "Anathem a M aranatha . .
. for the sam e offence which in a man, very slightly lowers [his
reputation], . . .  I say there appears to be a v e ry  v e ry  great
in ju s t ic e ."3 1 Mrs. H— , as recorded by M ary Chesnut, questioned  
the logic of the double standard in Southern honor:
A man is supposed to confide his honor to his wife. If she misbehaves 
herself, his honor is tarnished. But how can a man be disgraced by 
another person's doing what if he did [it] himself . . .  he would not be hurt
at all in public estimation. . . .  If an action did not disgrace him, how
could the same action by his wife disgrace him or her?32
W om en believed in purity for wom en but felt that the standards of
morality ought to be for everyone. Although w om en preferred their
husbands to be faithful, m ale dom inance of society and law m eant
men were not held to the sam e strident standards as wom en. The
proper lady "ignored" her lord and m aster's transgressions. On the
other hand, family pride and honor dem anded that men protect the
reputation of the w om en in his family. If a w om an's chastity was
questioned, he often called on the lover dem anding a duel to
reclaim  the fam ily honor.
W om en accepted the hierarchy in their m arriages. G ertrude
Thom as thanked God in her April 21, 1855 diary entry for "m v
husband. Combining such moral qualitys, such an affectionate
heart, with just such a m aster will as suits my w om an's nature,
for true to my sex, I delight in looking u p  in love to feel my
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woman's weakness protected by man's superior strength."3 3
Not all wom en lived as inferiors to their husbands, however.
In a com panionate m arriage, a wife had a more equal relationship  
with her husband. "Mutual affection and respect replaced the call 
of duty and pressure from the community as the main ties that . . . 
bound husbands and w ives together," writes historian S u zan n e  
Lebsock. "The old habit of male command was replaced by shared  
activ ities  and joint decision m a k i n g . "3 4 Elizabeth and Minor 
M eriw ether enjoyed a m ore com panionate relationship than m any  
Southern couples because Minor chose to give his wife financial 
equality. O ther parts of their relationship rem ained more equal 
because they agreed due to mutual affection. E lizabeth often  
deferred to his choices because of her deep love for him. In the  
com panionate m arriage, the husband chose to give his wife  
e q u a lity .
A woman's personal status within the marriage and society 
was improved by producing children and the ideal of the perfect 
Southern lady glorified motherhood. "Women need maternity to 
bring out their best and true loveliness," wrote Mary Chesnut.3 5 
Childbirth brought a woman honor and respect from the community. 
"Again, I have prospects of becoming a mother," wrote Gertrude 
Thomas in 1856, "and the idea (aside from the fear of accident and 
the natural shrinking from pain) causes pleasurable emotions."3 6 
Gertrude believed that children "binds two hearts with a strong 
cord of love. . . .  I am very happy in the prospect of the gift of 
another such tie of love and hope that I may do my duty as a mother
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to the immortal soul entrusted to my care."3 7 Both men and women  
of the elite class lavished their love upon their children. Although  
m any m others died in childbirth, wom en who survived produced  
large fam ilies. There  w ere those, however, who w ere denied the 
joy of children.
B arrenness, according to historian Bertrum  W yatt-B row n , w as  
considered sham eful and affected a w om an's self-identity and  
acceptance within the com m unity. "Fam ily continuity w as highly  
prized and childlessness was a sore grievance. T h e  married wom an  
who disappointed her husband and relations in this respect could 
scarcely help having feelings of incom pleteness."3 8 Mary Chesnut 
noted her feelings of inadequacy in her diary on March 24, 1861:
Women have such a contempt for a childless wife. . . . Mrs. Chesnut was 
bragging to me one day . . .  of her twenty-seven grandchildren: and Colonel 
C hesnut. . . said to her: 'You have not been a useless woman in this world.'
But what of me! God help me, no good have I done to myself or anyone else 
with the power I boast of so, the power to make myself loved. What am I 
now? . . .  I am allowed to have no children.39
S he did not record the cause of her barrenness but her frustration
and sorrow are readily apparent in several diary entries.
A nother fam ous Southern couple, who rem ained childless,
w ere V irginia and C lem ent C lay, Jr. Historians Carol K. B leser and
Frederick M Heath concluded after studying the Clay's
correspondence that "Clem ent may have feared  that in the eyes of
the world their lack of children might seem  to reflect a
conspicuous flaw in his manhood," which m attered a great deal in
S outhern  so c ie ty .4 0 Virginia, however, unlike M ary Chesnut,
experienced pregnancy giving birth to a stillborn daughter. "A
G erm an physician diagnosed her condition as a displaced womb and
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prescribed hydrotherapeutic baths and douches. V irg inia wrote her 
husband, 'I never can leave Dr. W . till a new wom an. If he fails, I 
shall die, or at least try to.'"41 Virginia wrote her cousin, Tom  
Tait Tunstall in October 1856, "I, poor mortal, would give all else  
on earth to be a mother."4 2
The words of pain written by these two barren women  
illustrate the im portance of childbearing to a Southern w om an's  
self-worth. Both M ary Chesnut and Virginia C lay led political 
society in W ashington, D. C. and Richmond. W ell-known for their 
flirtatious charm  and political acum en, they enjoyed the praise and  
confidence of many Southern politicians but they yearned for the  
honor and joy of motherhood. Popularity and acclaim  could not 
sustain their self-worth in the sam e m anner. Even though they  
enjoyed good relationships with their husbands and fam ilies, both 
of them felt incom plete and of less value because they could not 
give their husbands offspring.
Elite Southern w om en enjoyed a special prestige as m em bers  
of wealthy, powerful fam ilies in the antebellum  South. As children  
they enjoyed permissive parenting and indulgence. The freedom  to 
play aggressively with other children and to have their dem ands  
fulfilled taught them a sense of pride so necessary to the 
m aintenance of the personal integrity and honor in adolescence. As 
belles , their personal reputation and fam ily position affected their 
status. A belle depended on her im peccable status to achieve the  
most advantageous m arriage, which was her ultim ate goal.
M arriage beneath one’s status often brought unhappiness to the
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belle and apprehension to her fam ily and friends about her future 
because the law enforced a m arried wom en's dependence whatever 
her husband's circumstances. The joy and happiness a woman  
experienced in connection with the men in her life depended on her 
personal com m itm ent to cultural standards and the depth of love 
they shared.
T h e  Civil W ar separated the men from their households  
removing the source of security and authority. In the absence of 
conventional form s of support, w om en developed an interpersonal 
strength and self-confidence as they fulfilled the ir new  
responsibilities. W ar te m p o r a r ily  changed w om en 's  re la tionsh ips  
with their men and for many their perspectives about men.
The War
W a r with all its glory and m isery came to the C onfederate  
States of A m erica in 1861. Southerners proclaim ed their 
independence and declared their determ ination to die to secure  
their autonom y. M any C onfederate leaders hoped that the United  
States would let them leave the Union peacefully; but when  
Abraham  Lincoln called for thousands of volunteers, they prepared  
to fight. Patriotism  inflamed the population but no one realized  
the effect w ar would have on them  all.
S outhern  society with its strong fam ily base im m ediately  
underw ent a transform ation as the men boarded trains for Virginia. 
T h ree-q u arters  of the adult m ale population left their hom es, 
fam ilies and responsibilities during the war. T h e  patriarchs of
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Southern civilization, the men who controlled every aspect of 
Southern culture, packed their belongings and prepared to protect 
the nation. Their departure inadvertently fractured the fam ily and 
social h ierarchy.
How w om en perceived those changes altered Southern culture 
during the war. W om en contem plated and wrote about the effects  
of the war on their lives. W ives, toiling under new  
responsibilities, grew  self-confident and independent as they  
raised their children, coped with the problem s of w ar and faced  
dangers beyond their wildest dream s. W om en, who had been  
guaranteed m ale protection in exchange for their docility, found  
them selves  negotiating with vio lent m en to protect their hom es  
and children. Som e wom en w atched their homes burn to the ground; 
while others only had to confront looting and wanton vandalism . 
Som e packed up their children and belongings to lead an unsettling  
existence as refugees. M any displaced fam ilies moved from place  
to place avoiding the arm ies. S tarvation , especially in unfam iliar 
com m unities, forced wom en to desperate  acts such as stealing and 
selling their clothes. Belles and m atrons worried about the  
weakening of honor. G irls, w hose life expectations involved  
m arriage and m otherhood, coped with a world turned upside-down  
and a lack of eligible beaux. A lone and lonely, wom en worried not 
only about their husbands facing shot and shell but also fidelity in 
their relationships. Southern gender relations existed in a state of 
turmoil greatly  affected  by the unpredictability  of w ar. W ith  all of 
the other d isheartening occurrences, w om en encountered the
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uncertainty of death. Battles, even victories, brought long lists of 
dead, wounded and captured. Those at home worried for m onths  
about the fate of fathers, brothers, husbands and sons due to the 
inadequacy of com m unications in a country disorganized by war.
W om en trained to look to their men for counsel and advice, 
w ere now forced to assum e independence. P lan ta tio n  m is tresses  
took over production m anagem ent in order to feed and clothe the  
new nation. City w om en organized hospitals and aid societies to 
allev ia te  the suffering of soldiers. Less tradition-bound w om en  
becam e spies or enlisted in the army in m ale disguise. This new  
se lf-re lian ce  conflicted with years  of social conditioning causing  
som e individual apprehension. Most w om en, however, faced the  
changes with resolution born of necessity and growing inner 
strength. Sarah M organ com m ented on this change after she rode on 
a mule team  for the first time June 1, 1862. "Bah! A lady can make 
anything respectable by the way she does it!"4 3 She also did chores 
which generally a young lady of breeding left to the servants.
The dirt and confusion was extraordinary in the house. I could not stand 
it, so I applied myself to making it better. I actually swept two whole 
rooms! . . .  I discovered I could empty a dirty hearth, dust, move heavy 
weights, make myself generally useful and dirty, and all this is thanks 
to the YankeesK 4
Support for the C onfederacy and survival in the midst of war 
altered w om en's self-confidence and their acceptance of the myth 
of Southern honor. "The tim es are making strong wom en. If they  
will be sure to stop at the right point, and not border on the  
m asculine, it will be very well," Kate Burruss wrote in 1 8 6 4 .4  5 
W om en realized that they w ere changing. "I enjoy the debonnaire
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way of life, just we three w om en to do, say, think, as we please, 
and no questions asked . . . Harra for Independence!," Sarah Morgan 
w rote after her brothers had left for the war.4 6
Early in the w ar years, ladies still looked toward their men 
as dependents needing direction and tried to m aintain appearances. 
Sarah Morgan wrote, "I am of [the] opinion we should . . . with what 
money we have, make our way . . .  to some city w here we can 
com m unicate with the boys, and be advised by them  . . . Hom e is 
lost . . .  so w e had better leave at once with what clothing we have, 
which will certain ly establish us on the footing of ladies."47  
O thers who deferred to their husband's judgm ent tackled  
everything from planting to milling along with their usual 
responsibilities. M any of them  lacking self-confidence  
occasionally wrote of their despair and fear of tread ing in their 
husband's domain. Sarah Hamilton Yancey feared her husband’s ire 
at her "assuming too much about managing the business" and wrote 
subm issively asking his advice .4 8
O ther w om en learned to successfully operate  plantations  
alone. Kate and W illiam  M cLure had a traditional antebellum  
m arriage. W illiam  hired an overseer before he left being unable to 
believe that Kate could m anage the plantation. Problem s developed  
over the m anagem ent arrangem ents. By January 1864, Kate had 
assum ed most of the m anagem ent with the help of a slave, Jeff. In 
August 1864, Kate ignored W illiam 's orders on handling the sale of 
her corn, and wrote, "I am learning a good many things since the 
W ar broke out." W illiam  could not conceive that his wife had
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changed so m u c h .4  9
Along with their increased responsibilities, w om en raised  
their children without the firm hand of the father. W ar m ade  
childrearing much more difficult. C ornelia M cD onald recorded, "My 
poor children seem  each day to lose a portion of their respect for 
the rights of property. They think it no harm to steal . . .  I often 
have to interfere and make them  carry back things they have  
a p p ro p r ia te d ."5 0 E lizabeth M eriw ether's  son took money from  
soldiers. She dem anded that he return the money. The  next day 
Rivers said to G eneral Sterling Price, who said he had a little 
money, "I jes w anted to tell you not to give me any. My mudder 
won't let me take it, so you needn't give me an y ."5 1
D aughters often continued their educations at schools far 
from home causing mothers to worry for their safety. S aida  Bird 
stayed in Savannah until a Y an kee  raid forced her to seek refuge  
with relatives in Athens, G eorg ia. Sallie  wrote her daughter that 
she preferred her to remain in school but worried that the school in 
Athens "will be very  i n f e r i o r . "5 2 M others tried to m aintain their 
com posure and fulfill the ir trad itiona l responsib ilities  w hile  
adjusting to the breakdown of normal life.
Elite w om en extended their traditional work to the larger 
community by operating hospitals. M edical care w as often the 
responsibility of the plantation m istress and to nurse the wounded  
soldiers seem ed a logical extension of their role. "Som e volunteers  
and nurses view ed hospital work as poor relief, a part of their 
custom ary obligation to uplift the dow ntrodden."5 3 Louisa McCord
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instituted m any changes at her hospital in Colum bia refusing to 
accept the incom petency exhibited by the male m edical profession  
when hard work could cure the problem. Determ ined to save lives, 
Southern ladies ignored the conventions established to preserve  
their delicacy and modesty and faced the suffering and smell of the 
filthy camp hospitals. Sally Louisa Tom pkins saved so m any of the 
men entrusted to her Richmond hospital that "the C onfederate  
governm ent m ade her a captain in the a r m y ."5 4
In addition to disruptions in fam ily and social life, Southern  
w om en confronted starvation, invasion and hardship w ithout the  
prom ised m ale protection. Som e furiously condem ned their 
situation, "W here are our big men, our leaders, the men w e have a 
right to look to to save us? They got us into this scrape. Let them  
get us out of it!"5 5 The capture of New Orleans and the order by 
G eneral Butler stating that Southern ladies would be treated  as 
prostitutes if they displayed rudeness tow ard Y an kee  soldiers  
occasioned com m ent about male honor. "Ye Gods, shall this man 
live —  . . . Is there not spirit enough left to the men of New  
O rleans to strike the dastard?" G ertrude Thom as reported, 
how ever, that Southern soldiers w ere  greatly  excited "to protect 
the honour of the women."5 6 T h e  notorious and insulting behavior 
practiced by som e women in N ew  O rleans greatly  disgusted J u l ia  
LeGrand. Although some women believed that Southern men had 
disgraced them selves by surrendering the city, Julia noted that 
many men had been arrested and that others were "brave and manly" 
even though the city rem ained in Northern control.5 7 The
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Confederacy made no attempt to recapture New Orleans. Parthenia 
Antoinette Hague exhibited an understanding of the situation for 
men when she recorded that "his presence with us would have done 
no good . . .  he might have been hung before our eyes; or he might 
have been tortured . . . Men were so treated in many instances."5 8 
Men understood their obligation to protect their women just as 
women knew "it is indeed unsafe and dangerous to be so left alone 
as we are."5 9
Three  groups of men threatened w om en's safety -- guerrillas, 
deserters and Y ankee  invasion troops. Both arm ies had renegade  
guerrilla  forces associated with them  who ravaged hom es, shot 
husbands and sons, and threatened rape. The C onfederate guerrillas  
also had a cavalier side which treated  Southern wom en with 
gallantry. G uerrillas stole from w om en but w ere just as likely to 
leave $100  beside a dinner plate. They operated by their own 
stan d ard s  and se lf-in teres t.6  0
C onfederate  soldiers often deserted  because the governm ent 
did not provide enough food or protection for civilians. T h e  men 
som etim es went hom e to at least put a crop in the field. Deserters  
often stole food and horses along their route home leaving the  
victim s destitute. Em ily Harris believed that "shooting them  is the  
only rem edy."61 Cornelia Peake M cDonald, looking at the situation  
m ore philosophically, stated that if all the Southern soldiers had 
com e from high-born fam ilies  rather than conscription, there  
would have been no desertion or shirking.6 2
Southern w om en courageously faced  the C onfederate
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deserter and the enem y. They stood proud and strong in defiance. 
Cornelia M cDonald found Union officers on her porch who w anted to 
inspect her house as a possible headquarters. "I told him that I had 
no objections to them seeing the rooms, but that I had very many 
objections to having it occupied as headquarters .’’6 6 Cornelia often 
confronted Union officers concerning her property and children  
recognizing that she alone protected the fam ily's security.
The greatest threat to Southern w om en's safety cam e from  
the Union army. "Rebels though they are, 'tis shocking and enough  
to m ake one's blood boil to see the m anner in which some of our 
folks have treated them ," a Y ankee Captain wrote hom e.64  W om en's  
reaction to occupation varied from acting honorably to spitting in 
faces or dropping the contents of cham ber pots on Y ankee heads. 
Q uite often a Southern wom an's response to the Y ankee  hoards 
depended upon their treatm ent. Cornelia M cDonald befriended a 
Union officer who helped her protect her hom e. She later offered  
him a room when the Union arm y retreated back through town. 
C o rn e lia  also surreptitiously  traded  foodstuffs  with soldiers  
encam ped around her house. The spitfires, however, may have  
jo ined this one in stating "my only am usem ent was watching them  
bury their dead. I got quite fond of looking at [the corpses]."66  
Diaries abound with disgusted comments about Yankees.
Thousands of w om en and children experienced the life of the  
refugee as the Union captured Southern territory. M any traveled  
alone with few  supplies. M en could not give their w ives much 
advice on how to survive. Angus McDonald told his wife to move
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but she responded that "it is not an easy m atter to move about with 
seven children . . .  but now it seem s next to i m p o s s i b l e . "6 6 The  
M cDonalds did leave, however.
Historian Jean  Friedm an contends that w om en traveled  as 
refugees in family groups and "chose to move to the hom es of their 
k i n . " 6 7  Som e wom en and children w ere forced, however, to find 
accom m odations on their own. Often the lodgings proved only 
tem porary because they could not pay the prohibitively high rent. 
The elite eked out a living trying to retain their social position  
w hile forced to live in rented rooms, boxcars and barns.
In Richmond we . . . made our home with some 'decayed ladies' forced by 
trouble . . .  to receive boarders. . . . The house was comfortable, the table 
good; but you paid the most extravagant price, and you were forced to 
assume the patient humility of a poor relation; so fine was the hauteur 
and the utter scorn with which you were treated.6 8
The refugees often clung to the past. "Mary takes her reverses
badly. All this tim e she has lived in luxury . . . Now everything is
gone . . .  & Mary is cast down . . . and thinks herself the most
wretched of w o m e n . "6 9
How well the refugees survived depended upon w hether they
could find a safe place to stay. The Morgan sisters lived quite well
at Linwood under the protection of G eneral Albert C arter, who
treated them  like his own daughters. E lizabeth M eriw ether and her
children nearly starved trying to exist on M inor's infrequent army
pay. The  refugees blamed the Y ankees  for their predicam ent rather
than their own men.
W ar changed the daily lives of wom en and their
responsibilities to fam ilies and society. It is not surprising then
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that courtship also underwent a transition in a world turned upside 
dow n.
Belles and Beaux
One of the first social conventions broken by the war 
involved the ease of introduction betw een belles and young men. 
During the years before the w ar, fam ily and friends protected girls 
by limiting their guest lists to only those men of proper fam ily and 
character, but the war and the proximity of the arm y encam pm ent 
brought men into contact with those who knew nothing about them . 
"W e never think of requiring an introduction to a soldier . . .  To be 
in our army is a passport. The men are all gentlemen"7 0 Actions, 
which in p eace tim e might have been considered im pertinent, w ere  
received without retort because the men "fighting for us . . . are  
privileged p e o p le ." 7 1
Sold iers received invitations to p lantations m erely  because  
of patriotism and that had unexpected consequences: girls carried
on flirtations with m arried men. S arah  Morgan enjoyed the  
com pany of m any soldiers while staying at Linwood plantation.
Tw o men who paid her court w ere m arried. Colonel Gustave A. 
Breaux spent m any hours visiting with Sarah carrying on 
in te llectual conversations and offering e x trav a g an t co m p lim en ts  
which she found stim ulating.7 2 Sarah exhibited all the symptoms 
of an infatuated belle. The closeness of their bond did not go 
unnoticed by those living on the plantation or his wife.7 3 Another 
m arried man who called on Sarah w as the son of Davy Crockett,
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Colonel Robert Crockett, who had a bad reputation as wild, reckless  
and dissipated. Soldiers, married or single, of good reputation or 
not, found acceptance because of their uniform.
Som e of the men who engaged in affairs w ere not honorable, 
how ever. W om en occasionally fell victim to prom ises of m arriage  
from married m en. M ary French, believing that Lieutenant W illiam  
Henry intended to marry her, slept with him. Sargeant W . W . Moses  
did nothing to warn her that the man had a family at hom e.7 4 Mary  
Chesnut com m ented on the number of married men squiring the 
young ladies but her only observation about any impropriety  
concerned the loss of reputation by fem ale  governm ent workers  
living in a hotel. M em  Cohen, however, remarked:
Oh, this war! The liberty men take! There may be another woman across 
the way with as good a right to mourn as the lawful wife; yes, or better, 
for he cares for her. And Madame Wife is the only one who never knows 
her hard fate.7 5
Another serious consequence of this ease of introduction  
during the war w as inappropriate m ate selection. M eta  Grim ball 
reported that a Miss Kennedy married "a man much beneath her 
family" at an elite resort. Only after the wedding did she and her 
fam ily find out "he had very low relations."7 6 T h e  unsettled nature  
of Southern society added previously unknown com plications to 
finding an appropriate spouse. Young men from outside the 
neighborhood appeared acceptable and it w as impossible to check  
th e ir fam ily  c red e n tia ls .
Another social convention altered by w ar involved w om en  
being properly escorted aw ay from hom e. Southern elite wom en  
never traveled  without a m ale escort during the pre-w ar years.
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M ales in their role of protector accom panied fem ale  relatives. The  
lack of available men resulted in wom en accom panying each other. 
Sarah M organ and three ladies visited her brother G ibbes at his 
cam p but Sarah was so uncom fortable about their traveling  
unescorted she wore a thick veil to hide behind. Trying to reassure  
her, Captain Charles E. Fenner explained that "it is an every day  
occurrence for young ladies to visit in parties without gentlem en, 
and that it was done all through the Confederacy."77  W omen  
perceived these changes with apprehension because they put their 
reputation and safety in danger.
W ith such a large portion of the m ale population in harm's  
w ay, belles often discussed the possibility of rem aining spinsters  
or marrying men maim ed in the fighting. The  idea of marrying a 
soldier injured in the C ause filled many belles' hearts with 
rom ance and patriotism as girls continued to dream  of m arriage  
and expected to fulfill the societal norm to marry.
The  scarcity of men produced intense com petition among  
w om en and new opportunities for soldiers, who recognized the  
unladylike rivalry going on around them. G eneral John Bell Hood  
rem arked that he hated to see "nice girls . . . clawing, pulling and 
pawing" in their attem pt to secure a husband.7 8 Hood, who 
survived the amputation of a leg, escorted M ary Chesnut and her 
young friends around Richm ond while he recovered and participated  
in a rom ance with Sally "Buck" Preston although they never 
m arried. Isabella  M artin v iew ed the com petition from the other 
side and com m ented that "war leads to love-m aking" and that the
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soldiers in Richmond "do more courting here in a day than they 
would do at home without a w ar in ten years."7 9 Julia LeGrand, 
recording the situation within captured New O rleans, also  
discussed the shortage of beaux. She wrote that "the girls here  
have no beaux to look at. The Federal officers . . . receive anything 
but loving l o o k s ."8 0
In places such as New Orleans, Baton Rouge and Vicksburg 
w here the Union army captured large civilian populations, Southern  
belles had to choose w hether they would fratern ize with the enem y  
or not. T h e  rules of Southern honor and patriotism strongly 
influenced them to avoid contact. N evertheless, it w as a hard 
decision because lonely Union soldiers often treated  Southern  
w om en respectfully and seem ed "disposed to converse."81 Sarah 
M organ and her sister, M iriam , found them selves on the wrong side 
of com m unity gossip for treating Union soldiers in an honorable  
m a n n e r . 8  2 Sarah tried to avoid meeting Yankees. "Suppose I should 
unconsciously entrap some m agnificent Yankee? W hat an awful 
thing it would b e ! !" 8  3 Not all the belles felt as Sarah M organ did, 
however. Alice Shannon wrote to her sister explaining how things 
had changed for som e in Vicksburg. "You rem em ber how Miss Lucy 
Rawlings wore the secession cockade. Now she tells the Y ankees  
that she alw ays was for the U n i o n . " 8 4 a  Northern Colonel in  
M urfreesboro observed Southern w om en considering Northern men 
as possible beaux. "The people living around here are not as strong 
secesh [secessionist] as they used to be, in fact I am pretty sure 
many of the young ladies would be right glad to marry som e of our
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gay and handsom e looking o f f ic e r s ." 8  5 M arriages betw een Southern  
wom en and Northern men did occasionally occur.
The instability of war altered engagem ent and wedding  
customs. The antebellum  courtship could last years as couples and 
fam ilies got to know each other but the w ar loosened parental 
control concerning m ate selection, and also changed the 
engagem ent. Jeff M cLem ore wrote to Molly W atkins that he was  
getting a short leave and that he would like to marry at that tim e. 
Jeff had not asked Dr. W atkins but "owing to circum stances I shall 
have to request you to hand this note to your letter to the Dr." The  
couple m arried two months l a t e r .8  6 The  belles wanted to marry 
and agreed to cerem onies planned on the spur of the moment. 
A lexander H askell's  proposal letter stated that in "war tim es  
human events, and even life, w ere very uncertain" so he w anted to 
m arry D ecca im m ediate ly . Decca Haskell and another friend of 
M ary Chesnut, Rose Freeland, both m arried in a flurry of borrowed  
clothing and short h o n e y m o o n s . 8  7
Wives and Husbands
The relationships betw een m arried couples separated  by the  
w ar changed the most. W om en who lived in close association with 
their husbands w atched them ride aw ay to war deeply aw are  of 
their loss. "My husband has gone to war. . . .  I feel blue-black with 
melancholy; but I used not one word to prevent his going, because I 
knew he ought to be there."8 8 Even wom en such as Emily Lyles 
Harris whose m arriage w as difficult felt the pain of separation. "I
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felt an almost irresistible im pulse to follow him and keep his 
beloved countenance in my sight . . .  It was a hard parting, a bitter 
farewell . . . How I shudder to think I may never see him a g a in ." 8  9 
W om en's d iaries  and letters record their affection for their  
husbands. Although Southern culture did not approve of openly  
expressing either the depth of their affection or their physical 
intim acy, Southern couples exchanged rather frank letters. "In 
truth my darling my heart is almost starving for a little love,” 
Virg inia C lay wrote to C lem ent in March 1863. E lla H arper wrote  
her husband, "Som etim es when I am writing to you my heart gets so 
full of love that if I w as to follow its dictation, I fear you would  
think my letter very lovesick and f o o l i s h . "9 0
O ther letters such as the one from M rs. John Dorsey w ere a  
little more explicit, "You should not sleep in a w eeak  when I got my 
arm s around you. I will m ake up for loss time; so you may hold 
yourself in red in ess ."91 An unmarried wom an referred to the  
affection intrinsic in their sexual re lations w hen Julia  w rote to 
Jam es Higgins in N ovem ber 1863 , about the delightful sensations  
when he "put it in the whole length," and promised to love him with 
"all my hart and body . . . and will keep it closed fore you when you 
cam e home to break it open a g a in ." 9  2 Loneliness m akes the heart 
grow fonder and in the case of many w om en it also eased the  
prudishness in their written relations with their men.
Loneliness and lengthy separations also caused a wider 
breakdow n in marital fidelity by both men and wom en. Southern  
honor required control of fem ale  sexuality w hile m en had enjoyed a
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tacitly approved sex life outside their m a r r i a g e s . 9  3 of course, 
societal acceptance did not necessarily  include spousal approval. 
The separation caused many spouses to question w hether their 
mate continued faithful to their wedding vow. Kate M cLure accused  
W illiam of hiring a free black w om an as his cook and laundress to 
have sexual relations with her.
M en also accused their w ives of philandering. Jam es Simpson  
in retaliation for his wife's dallying with the men in M ontgom ery, 
A labam a, informed her that he intended to visit a "young married  
lady . . . who they say lets almost any body m ake love [flirt] and 
talk poetry to h e r ." 9  4 Southern men believed their w ives w ere  
sexual beings who could be tem pted to stray in their absence.
Northern soldiers com m ented on the number of prostitutes in 
the South. "The w ar appears to have dem oralized everybody and the 
rumor says that alm ost half the w om en in the vacinity of the army 
[in Chattanooga] m arried or unm arried, are lost to all virtue." 
Another man wrote his wife that "In N .E . Miss, there are numerous 
cases of illegitim acy among w ives too of soldiers who have been
gallantly fighting in V irg inia for two y e a r s . "9 5 Life in the South
was hard especially in the later w ar years. Hunger ravaged many 
com m unities. Inflation escalated rapidly so that even if food was  
available their income was inadequate. W om en quite possibly 
agreed to illicit sex to obtain food for their children and  
them selves.
The turbulence of war m ade motherhood much harder.
Elizabeth M eriw ether gave birth to her son, Lee, on Christm as Day
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1862  in an uncom fortable, dirty cabin, and thereafter worried  
about his survival because a lack of food caused her milk to dry up. 
At no time did Elizabeth wish Lee had not been born but other 
w om en did despair over another child. G ertrude Thom as wrote 
about her pregnancy as the Y ankees invaded G eorgia. "Unfortunately  
I have a prospect . . .  of again becoming a mother. Happening as it 
does in these troublous tim es I am sincerely sorry for it."9 6
M otherhood, the  highest calling of a Southern wom an, w as  
beaten and torn as son’s died on the battlefield and in the hospitals 
of disease. "The dear ones can never be restored. How hard it is to 
resign my children," wrote H enrietta  M organ, who lost five sons to 
the C onfederate C a u s e . 9  7 Louisa M cCord sacrificed herself first 
for the Soldiers' R elie f Association and then the military hospital 
but her greatest sacrifice for the Cause was her son, Cheves  
M cCord. "She suffered a grief for her only son, her first-born, 
which only her closest friends could s u r m i s e . "9 8
The  ever-present fear of death for sons, husbands and other 
loved ones affected relationships across the South. Lucy 
Breckinridge included a poem when writing about the death of her 
brother, John, at Seven Pines:
God takes our dearest even so:
The reason why we cannot know;
Helpless he leaves us crushed with woe.
W om en, as has been noted, wrote loving letters to their spouses. 
Living with fear about their survival also found expression. "Every  
tim e I hear a knock at the door I imagine it is a telegram  telling me 
you have been hurt . . . Life with me is m ade up of a tissue of hopes
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and fe a rs ."9 9 M ary Chesnut wrote that telegram s w ere handled  
"like rattlesnakes" because so m any friends lived in danger. "Does  
anybody wonder so many wom en die. Grief and constant anxiety  
kill nearly as m any women as men die on the battle fie ld ."10 0 a  
distraught wife expressed what many wom en felt: "If my dear good
husband is taken away from me then oh what then have I to live
fo r? " i 01
The W ar eventually ground to a close. Historian Drew Gilpin 
Faust believes that the Confederate defeat may have been caused  
by the defection of suffering Southern wom en from the Cause. 
W om en prayed not for victory but for peace. After four years of 
bitter fighting and the loss of so many loved ones, wom en w ere  
ready to face the challenges of rebuilding their lives.
Reconstruction
Peace returned but war had changed the South beyond the  
point of return. Poverty and defeat spread a m elancholia which  
strained every aspect of life. M en returned from battle to a world 
unlike that which they had left years before. W ealth  and Southern  
elite lifestyle had vanished. M any w ere hom eless and everyone was 
burdened by shortages of food and other necessities. Southerners  
realized that they must endure the humiliation of defeat while  
struggling to survive. W om en grasped the despair felt by their 
men. Reverting to antebellum  social conventions, wom en took on 
the ir trad itio n a l ro le to be cheerful at all times. "W e must cheer 
the soldiers of the Confederacy who have so many battles ahead of
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them . A hand to hand fight with poverty is no j o k e . "1 02 Men, who 
had been the strength of local com m unities before the war, 
som etim es despaired  in the devastation. "So in these days of awful 
uncertainties when m en's hearts failed them , it w as the w om an  
who brought her g reater adaptability  and elasticity to control 
circum stances, and to lay the foundations of a new order," wrote  
C aro lin e  M e r r i c k . 1 03
Faced with poverty, destruction and dissolution, wom en  
began to rebuild. M istresses went out into the fields and began  
planting before the men returned following the surrender because a 
crop in the field offered encouragem ent to the returning planter 
and promised to feed her starving fam ily. W om en, who lived near 
the main roads, w ent out to contribute food and encouragem ent as 
the defeated  soldiers w earily w alked h o m e . 104  George Cary 
Eggleston, a returned C onfederate  soldier, recognized the role 
wom en played.
They kept their spirits up through it all, and improvised a new social 
system in which absolute poverty, cheerfully borne, was the badge of 
respectability. . . . The men came home moody, worn out, discouraged, 
and but for the influence of woman's cheerfulness, the Southern States 
might have fallen into a lethargy from which they could not have 
recovered for generations.105
T h e  plantation m istress worked harder than she had before  
em ancipation  to shore up sagging Southern manhood and proclaim ed  
the im portance of traditional gender relations. H om e, fam ily honor 
and Southern identity becam e wom en's cause as they united with 
their m en to rebuild their fallen fortunes and their region.
T h e  Southern culture returned to patriarchy. Economic 
destitution changed the hierarchy by requiring w om en's
7 5
participation in subsistence. M any w om en rem ained in the  
dom estic sphere learning to m aintain the household without 
servants. Caroline Merrick pondered the changes for women:
Women who had been fully occupied with the requirements of society and 
the responsibility of a dependency of slaves, were now tossed to and fro 
amidst the exigencies and bewilderments of strange and for the most part 
painful circumstances, and were eager that new adjustments should 
relieve the strained situation and that they might find out what to do.1 06
Southern ladies, who previously had slaves to do the drudgery
chores, found them selves cooking, cleaning and washing. "I little
thought this tim e 22  years ago when I was putting on my white
satin slippers that I could ever cook a dinner for myself, and now I
do it every d a y . " 1 0 7 The struggle for survival becam e a fam ily
occupation. "Sister and I do most of the house work now . . .  It is
very different from having a servant always at hand . . .  but I can't
say that I a ltogether regret the change."108 New circum stances
changed individual m arriages but not the concept of the Southern
fa m ily  s tru c tu re .
F a m ily  R e la t io n s
D espite  financia l ruin, fa thers  retained their authority in the  
fam ily. Edgeworth Bird, continuing in his role as m aster of all 
those in his dom ain, wrote to his daughter, Saida, giving her 
guidance in the proper behavior of an elite young lady. He stressed  
the im portance of rem aining in school even though it kept her from  
G ranite Farm . "I love you, if possible, more than ever . . . that you 
show so much desire to cultivate the talents God has given you . . . 
Go determ inedly to work . . .  If m eans are left me, you shall have 
every advantage. . . . W e  live in evil tim es. Cultivate truth and
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purity of ch ara c te r."10 9  in Septem ber 1866, Sallie  Bird, Saida's  
mother, wrote to her after she had gone to the theater with a 
suitor, Mr. Ripley, that "Papa is quite exercised lest you and he 
went alone. I think it highly im probable that you did so, and do tell 
h im ."110 Although he was considered a loving and gentle man, 
Edgew orth  Bird controlled his fam ily and they responded with 
respect because it w as expected.
Pauline D eC aradeuc recognized the sacrifices which her 
fa ther m ade for her benefit. In April 1866, her father gave her half 
of the unexpected money he received from France for her wedding  
outfit rather than paying his debts on the plantation. He then spent 
the other half on "his girls" as well. Pauline appreciated his 
unselfish action. "No one knows what a heart my darling Father 
has, what unlimited and silent charity fills it, if ever an upright
noble man existed it is he."i 11
Children and childrearing rem ained very im portant to 
Southerners. Motherhood was one of Gertrude Thom as' greatest 
joys as poverty and financial sham e encircled her m arriage. She  
prayed for deliverance from poverty not for herself but for her 
children. "I shall be sour instead of sw eetened [by adversity] when  
I reflect how much my children have been debarred from ."i 12 She 
worried because her son, Turner, worked in the field "side by side 
with Negroes" rather than getting an education. Only if boys 
receive an education will they "not marry Black girls. O ur girls
require no training. N atural fem inine instinct will be their guide,
as it ever has been."i 1 3
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Cornelia M cDonald also lam ented the loss of status as 
poverty's effect on her children. Harry was forced to work as a 
hired field hand at the sam e w ages as the freedm en.
How often I wished that of all the land their father had owned, I had only a 
few acres . . .  But to have my boys work as hired labourers for other 
people! It almost broke my heart. . . .  To see my noble sons, little 
daughter and pretty little boys dragged down so low, how could I bear 
i t . 114
Pauline H eyw ard, a postbellum bride, happily identified her 
status in her m arriage and children. "God m ade me for a home . . . 
to be th e re  a lw a y s  for them; there in . the home are all my joys, my 
life, my love." Pauline and G uerard indulged their children's 
happiness as their ch ief responsib ility.1 15 Southern couples built 
their lives around fam ily  and paternalism  during Reconstruction  
just as they had before the war.
Brothers also tried to m aintain the ir paternalistic  role, but 
in the postwar South that raised problem s. Sarah Hum phreys lost 
her husband in 1863 and her father in 1872. Her father, Tobias  
Gibson, had encouraged her independence while giving her advice.
He urged her to "become stingy!" because her plantation "Sum ner's  
Forest" rem ained her only source of income and during hard tim es  
following the war only prudence and thrift offered any security. 
A fter her father's death, S arah  had to struggle against her brothers  
who she believed interfered in her affairs. Brotherly protection  
had a clear place in Southern honor and they felt com pelled to help 
her, but Sarah particularly distrusted her brother Randall whom  
she thought was trying to claim her share of her father's estate. 
Randall patronized her. "The mistake of my life had been that I had
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always been trying to do something, when I could never have done 
anything. I should have sat down and been simply a lady, which is 
the m o s t a woman can ever do"i 1 6 Randall wanted Sarah to be 
dependent while she was struggling to attain independence in a 
fem ale dependent society.
Belles and Beaux
O ne-quarter million Southern men did not return from the  
w ar and m any others migrated W est rather than face dissolution 
and defeat in the South. Young wom en, facing much higher odds of 
remaining unwed, continued to dread the idea of spinsterhood. 
Southern w om en still believed that m arriage and m otherhood w ere  
the only careers for wom en. In addition, the upheavals caused by 
the war led men and women to seek relief in an affectionate and 
stable relationship.
Young w om en, who feared  spinsterhood, reasserted self­
protection of their honor which had som ewhat eroded during the 
war. "I do not allow caresses nor do I accept presents from young 
m en."i 1 ^  Flirtations abounded in every community but society  
again controlled the activities. Southern honor dem anded self- 
restraint and fem ale  protection which w as enforced in the  
postbellum society as it had been in the antebellum  era.
Although the econom ic conditions in most fam ilies w ere  
greatly  reduced, fam ilies gave parties to introduce their m arriage  
age off-spring to each other. Pauline D eC aradeuc travelled almost 
nightly to the  m any sociables. She seriously dated a minister's son
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until G uerard Heyw ard, freshly home from the army, began  
attending the sam e parties. In October 1865, Pauline confessed her 
love for him in her diary although she w anted to put off marrying 
as long as possible because "I am, Oh! so happy now." M arriage may 
have been the goal but Pauline was greatly enjoying the carefree  
life of the Southern b e lle .t1 8
G ertrude Thom as worried about her children finding spouses  
because of their reduced financial circum stances. She appreciated  
her m other's contribution to the children's social activities. Mrs. 
Clanton bought M ary Belle Thom as clothes and paid for dancing 
classes to fit her properly into socie ty .119 Southerners quickly 
returned to extravagant dressing of their daughters as a 
preparation to encourage m arriage proposals.
T h e  pressures to marry led fam ilies to m easures which 
others might not have considered prudent. Sallie Hunt’s father 
spent "two or three loads of cotton" on this teenager's  wedding at a 
tim e when most Southerners w ere having problem s paying their 
ta x e s .1 2 0  The DeCaradeuc's gave Pauline a wedding "sparing 
them selves  in no w ise . . . straightened and em barrassed as my fond 
Father is, he has given and expended for and on me to his very last 
cent . . . that I might not be without even trifles."1 21 This kind of 
extravagance indicated not only the parent's adoration of their 
daughter but also the social conventions concerning the im portance  
of m arriage.
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Wives and Husbands
The m arriages of couples united before the war settled back 
into their old pattern  after the husbands returned. W ives again  
becam e "helpm eets" and relinquished economic control to their 
spouses. Sallie  Elm ore Taylor followed her husband back to his 
family plantation because he chose to rebuild it. Sallie, who would 
have preferred to live in town, accepted her fate as the wife of a 
planter and excelled as a "farmwife." O ther wom en also worked  
along side their husbands as editors, teachers and storekeepers. 
Quite often w om en operated the plantation while their husbands  
turned to other occupations such as law, m edicine and politics to 
support the f a m i l y . 122
Southern honor still required that w ives obey their husbands  
and ignore their shortcom ings but their reduced econom ic  
circum stances m ade this restraint harder to perform . The  
expression of discontent in their m arriages increased as hardship  
wore down their toleration. G ertrude Thom as loved and looked up 
to her husband, Jefferson Thom as, but he handled their finances  
very badly throughout their m arried life. Only after the w ar did his 
ineptitude cause G ertrude grievous distress which she tried to 
conceal. As things becam e progressively worse, the loving 
devotion which G ertrude dem onstrated  toward J e f fe rs o n  slow ly  
eroded. She com plained in her journal that "I do not think that he 
appreciates my puny efforts at trying to stop the floodgates of 
d e b t."123 As their financial situation w orsened, G ertrude
expressed com plaints about J e f fe rs o n 's  character and judgm ent.
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His "superior strength" which she alluded to so often before and  
during the war proved to be an illusion to her by 1870.
The  Senator C lem ent Clays of A labam a, another antebellum  
couple, w ere forced to adjust to great economic change. The  
m arriage between Virginia and C lem ent in 1843  had been a love 
match and rem ained so even after the defeat. Virginia used all her 
political connections and her fam ous fem inine wiles to secure the  
release of her husband from a Union prison. C lem ent, suffering  
from depression, wrote to her, "I am quite worn out & of very little 
value to you or anybody. You would probably be better off without 
me. . . . I'll try to live to see you," but "if you . . . cared less for me 
& w ere less dependent on me for happiness, it would be better for 
us a ll.’" i24  C lem ent faced the deaths of his parents and financial 
ruin on his re lease in 1866. Their econom ic troubles affected their 
m arriage but not their devotion to each other as it had the  
Thom ases. V irg in ia  b lam ed C lem ent for their financial situation  
and, unable to survive the boredom of country living, chose to spend  
periods of time in Huntsville. C lem ent took a job as an insurance  
salesm an which also separated  them  but their letters indicate  
their love and physical affection toward each o ther.125 Both 
J e f fe rs o n  Thom as and C lem ent Clay turned to alcohol in their 
rem orse causing their w ives to join the tem perance m ovem ent.
Both of these w ives faced the failures of patriarchal society by 
developing their own strengths and reaching accom m odations with 
their husbands.
W om en had proven their ability during the w ar and as the
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years of peace passed wom en gradually entered the public sphere. 
M any plantation m istresses joined the G range m ovem ent and others  
w ere accepted into university agricu lture program s.1 26 By the 
1880s Southern men began to advance the opinion that "the w eaker 
sex" had talent and intellect. Jam es Mitchell of Arkansas and other 
men advocated equal educational opportunities for w om en to 
reduce the dependence on men inherent in Southern cultural 
c o n v e n tio n s .1 27 Married wom en moved slowly out of the domestic 
sphere as they helped to im prove their fam ily's econom ic situation. 
They faced sexual hierarchical barriers as they entered the  
em ploym ent market. Som e w om en such as C ornelia Phillips 
Spencer, unable to accept the tenets of wom en's rights and  
fem inism , spoke for the conservative view  that w om en must be 
"subordinate but not inferior" to m en. Cornelia accepted a  gradual 
evolution of the woman's sphere because of the changes in society 
but the changes affected em ploym ent rather than social 
re la t io n s .1 28
In conclusion, wom en's status and the relationships betw een  
wom en and men changed very little as a result of the war. 
Paternalism , although adjusted because  of the econom ic  
circum stances, rem ained intact. Southern society based on family  
returned to the patterns of Southern honor with its hierarchy and 
com m unity standards controlling gender, class and race relations. 
Fam ily values and kinship connections "preserved a largely  
traditional set of social roles" according to historian Jean  
F r ie d m a n .1 29 W om en who had conformed to those standards all of
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their lives continued to accept fam ily expectations and their place  
in fulfilling fam ily  needs. In addition to fam ilial and com m unity
heritage, w om en’s subordinate position continued to be re en fo rce d
by the law and the Southern churches.
Southern w om en chose to return to the hierarchy under 
which they had been raised. M arriage and deference had changed  
because women had changed; but, defeat and economic need caused  
w om en to bond even more tightly with their men. The social goal 
of Southern culture rem ained the sam e for elite women: Behave
like a lady, marry and raise a family. The Civil W ar had not
produced a social or sexual revolution in the South.
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Chapter 3 
Elite Women and Race Relations
Slavery established the econom ic power of the Southern  
elite, and consequently  every aspect of Southern life -  society, 
econom ics and politics rested on the South's peculiar institution. 
Despite the fact that Northerners also engaged in the slave trade  
during the seventeenth century, it w as the Southern econom y that 
depended most directly on slavery. O ver one-half million slaves  
resided in the new nation in 1776  with the vast m ajority held as 
farm labor in the South. The  m orality of the slave trade did not 
becom e an issue until the middle of the eighteenth century when  
Am ericans, influenced by Enlightenm ent ideals, began to question  
human ownership. Southerners developed a rationale that 
interwove m oral, social, and econom ic principles which enabled  
them to justify their s lave-based econom y.
The  Southern rationale for slavery rested on a world view  of 
racial d ifference. Blacks w ere believed to be inferior, child-like  
beings that needed white m anagers. As V irg in ia  T u n sta ll C la y - 
Clopton rem inisced, the institution w as "beneficial a like  to m aster 
and servant" in that it developed "a dom estic discipline in Southern  
homes which w as of an ideal order."i A mutual benefit cam e from 
slaveholding according to white slaveholders. Blacks needed white 
protection and discipline for their survival while the slaves' labor
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brought an economic advantage to their owners. Needless to say,
the slaves did not necessarily ascribe to this view.
The slave system  co-existed with Southern honor through the  
exercise of coercion and power. Inelig ib le  for honor them selves , 
the ethics of honor required slaves "to bestow honor on a J i  w hites,"  
according to Bertrum W yatt-Brown. "Honor, as a m atter of 
hierarchy, was related to the distribution of powers along class  
l in e s ."2 The white owner felt an obligation to treat his or her 
servants by com m unity standards which Southerners deem ed  
"humanitarian" control. Mrs. Isaac H. Hilliard of Arkansas wrote, "I 
believe it . . .  to be my duty so long as I own slaves, to keep them in 
proper subjection and well em ployed."3 However, Henry Turner 
com m ented that "it is impossible to m anage any set of negroes  
without resorting to the whip at tim es ."4 S lave disobedience  
threatened the social order and caused the community to question  
the power and honor of the master. N evertheless, most planters  
used whipping infrequently because they feared  that to overuse it 
reduced its disciplinary value. "Besides there was always honor in
c a r i ta s .  the pre-Christian idea that the exercise of mercy honored
the bestower."5 The  slaveholding class controlled Southern society  
through its system  of hierarchies.
According to Kenneth S. G reenberg, the slave issue greatly  
influenced Southern political culture. Southern politicians, as  
slaveow ners, fought to m aintain their social system  and national 
equality. Northerners developed an econom ic system based on free  
labor and capitalism , and they believed that slavery offered unfair
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com petition to the progress of free labor. To protect Northern  
econom ic interests, N orthern politicians attem pted  to curtail the  
spread of slavery into the acquired territories.6 Southerners  
realized  that if slavery w ere banned from the newly established  
states  they would lose their political equality and their right to 
independent m ovem ent. Southern politicians used their control of 
the S enate  and presidency to prevent Northern political moves  
against slavery. Southern honor dem anded that they ensure their 
personal and community independence from governm ent 
in te r fe r e n c e .7 Southern fear that the Republicans intended to first 
contain slavery and then abolish it m eant they had to choose  
betw een secession or Northern oppression. They chose 
independence. This political decision shows just how ingrained  
slavery was in every aspect of Southern life.
T h ese  racial politics also affected the relations of elite  
white w om en. Som e historians believe that Southern wom en w ere  
closet abolitionists who would have ended slavery; w hile others  
opine that m istresses sustained s lavery realizing their econom ic  
and social superiority depended upon it. Anne Firor Scott found  
that Southern wom en opposed slavery for m any reasons but often  
their m otive for antislavery sentim ent w as that "slavery w as an 
e v i l . "8 E lizabeth Fox-G enovese believes that wom en com plained  
about the im perfections and abuses of the slave system "but their 
railing should not ipso facto be taken as a rejection of their 
society or its reigning w orldview . Southern society extracted its 
price from slaveholding w om en, but it also offered
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c o m p e n s a tio n s ."9 How did these wom en who Mary Chesnut 
described as living in "Negro villages" view their slaves and  
slavery? Did the w ar and reconstruction change their feelings  
about black people? Their words indicate that these elite women  
in teracted with their s laves within the accepted social 
conventions thus sustaining rather than challenging the institution.
In their diaries, Southern w om en expressed their view s of 
the institution of slavery and relations between the races. The  
largest area  of discussion w as on the m anagem ent of s lave labor. 
W hether in household production before and after the w ar —  or 
the increased responsibilities during the war —  an overw helm ing  
sense of frustration with labor m anagem ent appears. W oven within 
their com plaints about slave laziness and poor health, are also  
found fears of s lave rebellion and violence, disgust and denial 
about interracial sexual relations and their ideas on the separation  
of the races. This chapter discusses each of those areas in the 
years before, during and after the war.
Antebellum
The life of a plantation m istress seem s from this d istance to 
be rom antic and leisurely but the reality was very different. 
Southern elite w om en worked long hours fulfilling their household  
responsibilities. T h e  myth surrounding plantation m istresses is 
that they had servants who perform ed all of the work allowing  
them to be ladies of leisure and for many the physical drudgery did 
fall to their slaves. However, as Susan Dabney wrote, "It was a
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saying that the m istress of the plantation w as the most com plete  
slave on it."i o As earlier chapters illustrated, elite w om en had a 
central role co-ordinating the household labor w hether on 
plantations or in town. Reliant on the labor of blacks, their 
com m ents about their w orkers dem onstrate  a mixture of reactions. 
Th ey  express the great burden of co-ordinating their work, disgust 
and im patience with the developm ent of blacks, but also concern  
and care. W hen pushed to the limits, many reenforced the notion 
that punishm ent controlled labor best, w hile others endorsed  
benevolence. W h at is clear, despite these differences, is that race  
sep ara ted  S outhern  life d ram atically .
M any m istresses wrote about the burden they felt because of 
their responsibility for the slaves. A South Carolina m istress  
wrote, "It is the slaves who own me. Morning, noon and night I'm 
obliged to look after them , to doctor them  and attend to them  in 
every way."i 1 T h e  making and mending of the slave clothing 
consum ed m any hours annually and required the m istresses  
supervision. "The garm ents then had to be m ade for men, wom en, 
children. . . . There  was the mending also. Altogether the sewing  
could probably keep a few  wom en busy practically all of every  
day."i 2 Sarah W atkins wrote, "I have been engaged over a w eek  
cutting out the negroes' w inter clothes and have not finished yet 
but have to quit until more cloth is w ove. It almost cripples me in 
my ankles, feet and arm cutting so much."i 3 The mistress taught 
the slave wom en to sew, but they often preferred to retain the  
cutting chore probably to reduce w asting of m aterial.
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In addition to basic m aintenance, many m istresses found the 
endless medical care frustrating. "I wish I could for once see a 
hearty negro woman who admitted herself to be over 40 , one who 
w as not 'poorly'. . . .  To be 'poorly' is their aim and object," 
com plained C atherine Edmonston.1 4 S laveow ners often noted in 
diaries  the illness among slaves. "The negroes com e in most every  
day with chills. There are only 7 sick at this time . . .  It makes me 
so uneasy when the negroes are sick and I do not know what to do 
to re lieve them ."i 5 The  frustration of C atherine Edm onston and the  
uneasiness of Sarah W atkins are common expressions of women  
w hose responsibility for production rested on people who they  
considered lazy and irresponsible children.
W hite  com plaints concerning the slaves' poor health, m ental 
inferiority and laziness can be blam ed on the deficiencies in the  
slaves' diet argues historian Leslie Howard O w ens. B ecause the  
provisions did not include enough m eat, vegetab les  or fruit, the  
slaves tried to work w ithout sufficient caloric intake and vitam ins  
necessary for good health and labor. "The great majority of 
m asters possessed m inimal knowledge about the form ulation of a 
balanced diet, and apparently even less about the slave's increased  
dietary needs resulting from his hard physical labors."i 6
Sickness kept the slaves from their jobs, but most 
slaveow ners provided the best m edical care that they had available  
because they recognized the economic value of slave property. 
S laves com prised a m ajor portion of the planters' w ealth  so 
owners had a  personal interest in their health. Parthenia Hague
com m ented that "very often the sick negroes would be brought 
right into their masters' houses, so as to be more closely watched." 
O ne planter told Parthenia Hague, "Now be careful of Jim , and see  
to it that he lacks for nothing; if he dies, I've lost one thousand  
dollars, good as gold."1 7 Sarah W atkins also commented on their 
value. "Your Pa has been so unfortunate in the last 12 months in 
losing mules and negroes. . . .  He says w e have lost about $6000  
worth of p roperty ."1 8 In addition to owners' concern for the loss of 
valuable property, one also finds concern for som eone held dear. 
A nna M atilda Page King wrote in her diary following the death of 
Annie: "Grieving —  grieving for the death of a favorite servant 
girl —  forgetful that we must all d ie ."1 9 Elite wom en thus cared  
for their servants on two levels as dependents, some of whom they 
deeply loved, and as valuable property under their m anagem ent.
T h e  concern w om en felt toward their s laves is occasionally  
apparent in their view s about slave pregnancy.
The birth of a new slave increased the planter's worth but 
decreased w om en's productivity by keeping slavew om en from  their 
jobs. Historian M ary Beth Norton found on Thom as Jefferson's  
Monticello that slave wom en had children on the average of every  
34  months. During the time bondswom en recovered from  
childbirth, their production value decreased . Yet it is with births 
w here one finds that slaveholding w om en ease their proprietary  
interest and express leniency. "In that condition I think all wom en  
ought to [be] favored," wrote Gertrude Thom as in August 1856. "I 
know that had I the sole m anagem ent of a  plantation, pregnant
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w om en would be highly favored. A woman myself, I can sym pathize  
with my sex w hether white or b lack."2 0 M istresses did not 
commonly equate slavew om en's reproduction and their own. Som e  
elite wom en considered slave pregnancy for its breeding value —  
the production of a new slave —  handling the situation as a 
medical and slave m anagem ent problem.
Frustration over slave m anagem ent led w om en to anger, 
vio lence and the sale of their slaves. "I despise myself for 
suffering my tem per to rise at the provocation offered by the
servants. I would be willing to spend the rest of my life at the
north, w here I never should see the face of another negro," wrote  
Sarah G ayle who felt herself plagued with "lazy" servan ts .21 
Ladies considered exploding in a harsh outburst at servants a sin 
but the strain of getting a full days work from a "lazy" house slave
angered many mistresses. "She don't know how to do nothing. . . .  It
will take som eone that is strict to m ake her any account. I have  
spoken right sharp to her but she seem s to have such a good 
disposition . . . that I hate to whip her."2 2 The frustrations of slave  
m anagem ent did, how ever, result in the physical punishm ent of
s la v e s .2 3
In the antebellum  years, white men more often than wom en  
applied the whip as a m eans of coercion. As Drew Gilpin Faust 
argues, "Violence was . . . gendered as m ale within the ideology of 
the Old South."2 4 D iaries indicate som e m istresses' refusal to 
allow their slaves to be whipped. "Em m a Lowran testified that 
som etim es M r. Smith would go to whip her m other for some reason,
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but Mrs. Smith wouldn't let him do so she told her husband that the 
woman belonged to her and she was not going to have her 
w h ip p e d ."2 5 S arah  W atkins responded to Lettie's threats to whip 
her maid with her own brand of slave m anagem ent. "You must have 
patience with your maid. It is not the most whipping that does  
good if she has not the knowledge to do anything. You can't learn 
her by whipping."2 6 Som e m istresses dealt with uncooperative  
slaves by selling them .
W hen Lettie W atkins W alton com plained about her 
bondswom an, C atharine, her m other suggested that she sell her and 
get som eone more to her liking even though she believed Catharine  
w as a "good, honest, obedient servant."2 7 Gertrude Thom as also 
approved of selling slaves who caused trouble. "Mr. Thom as was in 
town and sold Bill Avery to W ilson for . . . $950 . W e purchased a 
boy called Henry for . . . $710. It is well Bill is sold for he has been  
the cause of a great deal of trouble and expense."2 8 Two years  
later she w rote about Isabella a house servant she particularly  
cared for but could not be stopped from stealing: "I would like her
sold and a good steady woman bought in her place."2 9
How ever, the slaveowning wom en did not relate o n ly  through  
coercion and violence. M any also had true affection for their 
slaves. "None but a Southerner to the m anner born can appreciate  
or imagine the tie that bound us of that old-tim e South to our dear 
black m am my," rem inisced V irg in ia C lay-C lopton in her m em oirs.3 0 
T heir affection extended beyond rom anticizing their old nurse  
maids. Keziah Brevard worried about a young slave boy. "Poor
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little Harrison, he is swollen under the eyes . . .  I know not what 
would be best for him -- The Doctor has given him medicine . . .  I 
wish he could be spared for his parents but Lord thou knowest 
b e s t ."31 Keziah took Harrison for buggy rides trying to make his 
life more enjoyable. Keziah's concern for "her people" also showed  
in her worrying about the work she assigned. "Ned and Dick have  
gone . . .  to pick cotton . . .  [I] really do not like to make them do 
such hard work —  they are house boys and cannot stand the sun as 
the field hands do."3 2 Elite w om en noted the cooperation and 
affection of their "faithful" servants in their personal bequests  
concerning slaves.
H istorian S uzanne Lebsock found m any instances of affection  
and close relationships expressed in m istresses' wills. Dorothy  
M itchell began her will in 1837, "It is my first desire to m ake  
som e com fortable provision for my servants as a just reward for 
th e ir a ffection  and fid e lity ."3 3 Som e of the wills gave the slaves  
their freedom  while others restricted the disposition of s lave  
property so that the servant could not be sold aw ay from fam ily. 
Lucy Frances Branch stipulated that M artha G raves w as not to be  
rem oved or sold unless it was necessary and then only to som eone  
acceptable  to the slave.3 4 Lucy Branch gave the slave some control 
of her situation indicating Lucy considered her servants' w ishes  
w hile still treating them  as property. M istresses reacted  to 
slavery on a personal level form ing attachm ents to individual 
slaves with whom they interacted.
"The plantation w as a com plex society that welded black and
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white together in intim ate, v iscera l relationships," observes  
historian Jam es L. R o a r k .3  5 Blacks observed the whites and 
learned to accom m odate and deceive as a m eans of survival and a 
way to ease  their relationships with their owners. B ertrum  W ya tt- 
Brown believes that for Southern honor to thrive, "room to jockey  
for position" must exist within the paternal slave s y s t e m . 3  6 
Eugene G enovese found this flexible space allowed blacks the 
opportunity to develop a separate  culture within slavery. G enovese  
contends that s laves chose to cooperate with the slaveholders  
thereby "creating conditions worth living in as s laves ."37 T h is  
system  of accom m odation, coercion, and resistance created  an 
uneasy peace for slaveowners. They often expressed this by 
com m ents about the loyalty or affection of "their people." Keziah  
Brevard, who operated several plantations, observed that, "Negroes  
are strange creatures —  I cannot tell whether they have any good 
feelings for their owners or not —  som etim es I think they have -- 
- then I think there is nothing but deception in them —  I am  
heartily tired of m anaging them  —  could I cast them  off without 
scruples of conscious —  I would do s o ."3  8 The ambiguity also left 
open an invitation to slave revenge and rebellion.
F ear of individual s laves and s lave insurrection perm eated  
relations betw een whites and blacks. D iaries attest to the anxiety  
w om en felt about their personal safety living in such close  
proximity with so many slaves. Keziah Brevard noted in her diary 
that her after-d inner coffee tasted peculiar and that she feared  her 
slave Rosanna w as poisoning h e r .3  9 Stories abounded of slaves
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retaliating for w hat they considered harsh treatm ent after years  
of overindulgence. M ary Chesnut wrote that her m other-in-law  
repeatedly w arned the fam ily about v io lence at the hands of 
servants. "If they want to kill us, they can do it when they please," 
M ary wrote. "W e ought to be grateful anyone of us is alive, but 
nobody is afraid of their own Negroes."4 o She also chronicled the 
m urder of a cousin Betsy W itherspoon by her "insolent, pam pered  
and insubordinate Negroes" after Betsy's son threatened to punish 
them . They were later tried and hanged for the m urder.4 1
According to Bertrum W yatt-B row n, honor depended on the  
fear of punishment "as the sole m eans to assure loyalty and  
truthfulness am ong the honorless."4 2 The threat of violent 
repression inspired an outward dem onstration of subm ission and 
perhaps interfered with blacks joining together to revolt. The  
frailty of this order is evident in the slaveholders' fear of 
insurrection and their reactions of v io lent repression frequently  
based on little but rumor and m isunderstanding. W hite panic 
derived from the fear that discontented slaves would ram page like 
Nat Turner and his followers had in V irginia. S laves did resist the  
coercion within the hierarchical system , but the risks had to 
appear possible to overcom e. G ertrude Thom as confided to her 
diary on New Y ea r’s Day 1857.
The recent attempt at an insurrection appears to have created quite an 
excitement in Georgia as well as in Tennessee where it originated. Never 
during my life have I witnessed so much excitement from a similar cause.
It was discovered before anything had been accomplished in Tennessee.
Numbers of Negroes were arrested. Some had their heads cut off. Others 
were hung some severely whipped. It was well it was stopped before 
Christmas. . . . The police in Augusta were very vigilant.43
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Slaves knew about Nat Turner, Gabriel and Denm ark Vesey and 
Santo Dom ingo, but they also knew that the punishm ent for a failed  
insurrection was death.
S lave labor controls took other forms, such as m ate selection  
and place of residence. The Thom as plantations allowed slaves to 
m ake their own m ate selection, but the Thom ases interfered in 
slave m arriages by controlling w here they lived. The  wife of one  
of the Thom as' slaves appealed to them  to let her husband return to 
M adison near his form er owner's plantation w here she lived. The  
request denied, Gertrude Thom as wrote, "Since leaving her John has 
married Am erica . . . and besides the distance is too great for us to 
allow him to go. I felt sorry for her. She appeared to be a very 
nice wom an and also seem ed to entertain a very great affection for 
John ."4 4 Som e slaves w ere forced to marry in a m aster directed  
breeding schem e which the mistress did not condem n. Rose  
testified for the Federal W riters ' Project that M assa  Haw kins  
selected Rufus "'aginst my wants" as her mate. "De nex' day I goes 
to de missy and tells her . . . missy say dat am de m assa's wishes. 
She say, 'Yous am a portly gal and Rufus am de portly man. De 
m assa w ants you-uns for to bring forth portly chillen."’ Only after 
being threatened with whipping at the  stake did Rose eventually  
agreed to the arrangem ent.4 5 Forced breeding can be viewed as a 
form of rape which is a crime against wom en from which slave  
wom en had no protection.
O ne of the most troubling arenas of race relations for white 
w om en w as their inability to control interracial sex. A strict code
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of sexual propriety (described in C hapter 2) defined white w om en's  
behavior. Ladies m ade harsh judgm ents against wom en, even of 
their own class, who acted in a sexually inappropriate m anner. 
W om en, like G ertrude Thom as, realized the power men had over 
w om en and did not expect them to exercise it fairly. Believing men 
morally weak, she did not think they would forego sex out of 
respect for a w ife .4 6 The sexual double standard and a resolute 
belief in sexual d ifference led to a racial perspective of 
m iscegenetic sexual relations. W h ite  m istresses often considered  
black wom en sexually immoral "meddling with the husbands of 
others" and inclined to have bastards.4 7  This judgm ent of 
im m orality a ffected  the  relationship betw een  the  m istress and  
slave wom en. Free of white sexual conventions, slavew om en  
appeared wanton to m istresses forced to adhere to strict social 
constraints. No one could protect the black wom an from the sexual 
advances of white men; but because white wom en questioned the 
m orality of black w om en, they often believed that it w as the black  
w om an's lustiness that ensnared the white man. As E lizabeth Fox- 
G enovese wrote, "The im age [of black w om en as lusty wenches] 
eased the consciences of white men by suggesting that black 
w om en asked for the treatm ent they received."4 8 Because honor 
dem anded delicacy and docility, white w om en seldom openly  
com plained about sexual impropriety of men and they had no power 
to restrain the men in their family who chose to have sexual 
relations with slavew om en. O ften it w as the m aster's blatant 
m isuse of power to force slavew om en into sexual relations which
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ta inted the m istress' judgm ent.
Sexual exploitation of s lave w om en by white men humiliated  
the white w om en as they lived in daily contact with their 
husband's slave family. M ary Chesnut stated the situation clearly:
Like the patriarchs of old, our men lived all in one house with their wives 
and their concubines; and the mulattoes one sees in every family partly 
resemble the white children. Any lady is ready to tell you who is the 
father of the mulatto children in everybody's household but her own.
Those, she seems to think, drop from clouds.4 9
Southern  m istresses connected  m iscegenation with
im m orality rather than misuse of power. It w as the "violations of
the moral law that m ade m ulattoes as common as blackberries,"
R ebecca Latim er Fenton w r o t e . 5  0 Gertrude Thom as questioned the
morality of one of her servants. "Lurany interrupted me just now
bringing in Lulah . . . W hat a rem arkable pretty child she is and as
white as any white child. There  is som e great mystery about
Lurany's case—  How can she reconcile her great professions of
religion with the sin of having children constantly w ithout a
husband?"5 1 M ary Chesnut had a very strong opinion of slavery's
im morality. "Under slavery, w e live surrounded by prostitutes . . .
God forgive us, but ours is a  monstrous s y s t e m . "5 2
W hite  wom en, as subordinates to their husbands, felt
helpless to stop the white m ale philandering. Resorting to
desertion or divorce m eant public scandal and sham e for years.
Most ladies ignored the situation as M ary Chesnut says thinking the
mulatto children on their plantations "dropped from the clouds" or
cam e from neighboring white trash. W illiam  A lexander Percy's
Aunt Fannie m ade a bold attem pt to improve morality by excluding
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a man who lived openly with a black wom an from her guest list.5 3 
Elite wom en rarely asserted them selves in this m anner. It was  
more common for the white mistress to take out her jealousy on 
the slave wom en and the mulatto children.
Historian C atherine  Clinton believes that "white w om en on 
plantations frequently  resented m ulattoes as constant rem inders  
of m ale infidelities and believed that lighter-skinned black wom en  
presented  g reater sexual tem ptation ."5 4 However, G e rtru d e  
Thom as pitied mulatto wom en sold for debt. "They are subject to 
be bought by men, with natures but one degree rem oved from the 
brute creation and with no more control over their passions . . .  we  
see so many cases of m ulattoes com m anding higher prices, 
advertised as 'Fancy girls,' oh is not enough to make us shudder for 
the  standard of m orality in our Southern homes?"5 5
Im m oral sexual relations also occurred betw een white  
wom en and black men. The rumored perception of black m ale  
sexual prowess coincided with the taboo against interracial 
relations for "honorable" white w o m e n . 5  6 "Masters knew, from  
underground w hispering, about 'free-issue ' children born to white  
belles and about white husbands stumbling upon wives abed with 
b l a c k s . " 5 7  Abolitionist Jam es Redpath, who traveled through the  
South talking to black people during the 1850s, testified that one  
of his black m ale informants said that "it was just as common for 
colored men to have connection with white wom en, as for white  
men to have to do with colored women" Another informant said that 
"it was an extrem ely common thing am ong all the handsom e
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m ulattoes in the South to have connection with the white  
w o m e n ."58 Richard Hinton testified that "white w om en of the 
planter classes could force black men into having sex with them." 
He also swore to a black m an's experience with his widowed  
m istress who "ordered him to sleep with her, and he did 
r e g u la r ly ."5 9 The sharp distinctions of gender and race rules led 
society to designate white girls caught in interracial relations as 
depraved. To protect their honor, they accused the black man of 
rape. Som e women defied social conventions, however. Betsy 
M osley, who had a mulatto child, stood up for her actions. "In 
reply to her outraged husband, she said 'that she had not been the 
first nor would she be the last guilty of such an act and that she 
saw  no more harm in a  white wom en's having a black child than a  
white m an's having one, though the latter w as more frequent'."6 o
"The Southern world abhorred a mulatto," according to 
historian W illiam  W . Freehling. "Life in Dixie was supposed to be 
black and white . . .  the ultimate in-betw een, m ade a dubiously 
n atura l d istinction a lto g e th er u n n a tu ra l."61 Southern culture 
dem anded that everyone ignore interracial liaisons but the sim ilar 
featu res  betw een black and w hite children som etim es led w om en  
to an ti-s lav e ry  sen tim ent.
Historians have considered the words of som e elite wom en as 
indications that they w ere  secret abolitionists. M any did oppose  
slavery because of the burden of slave m anagem ent, th e  in justice  
and abuse they witnessed, m iscegenation, and the  negative effects  
of the system on white people. S laveholding w om en often
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complained about the Southern labor system . "Oh I wish I had been  
born in a Christian land and never seen or known of slaves of any 
colour," Keziah Brevard recorded. "A degraded population is a curse  
to a country."6 2 Keziah and other m istresses com plained about the 
enormous burden of slave m anagem ent. The responsibility for the 
slave population imposed a heavy burden on the tim e and activities  
of the mistress. Their lives consisted of settling s lave problem s, 
keeping slaves healthy and providing for their m aintenance. M ary  
Chesnut also considered the injustices and abuses of the slave  
system  when she w rote against the physical cruelty inflicted as 
punishm ent and the psychological pain of splitting up fam ilies. The  
cruelty of slavery affected m any wom en. Kate Stone "pitied the  
Negroes and desired to help them . . . . Always I felt the moral guilt 
of it, felt how im possible it must be for an owner of slaves to win 
his way to Heaven."6 3 M iscegenation was hateful to most Southern  
wom en because it dem onstrated the double standard and inequality  
under which they lived. "I have never felt that slavery was  
altogether right, for it is abused by men," wrote Dolly Sum ner 
Lunt.6 4 Social conventions and morality dem anded a separation of 
races but the realities of life disproved the Southern self-im age. 
The evils of slavery most wom en believed had more effect on the  
white slaveholders than the blacks. "I have som etim es doubted on 
the subject of slavery. I have seen so m any of its evils chief 
among which is the  terribly dem oralising influence upon our men  
and boys."6 5 M any wom en com plained about the problem s of raising 
children on a plantation. "I w ish I could get rid of all [slaves] at
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their value and leave this wretched country. I am more and more 
convinced that it is no place to rear a fam ily of children," wrote  
Anna M atilda King who raised ten c h i ld r e n .6  6 "To bring up boys on a 
plantation m akes them  tyrannical as well as lazy and girls too." 
Anna believed that slave m anagem ent as a career for boys was  
"degrading and contam inative to c h a r a c t e r . " 6  7 The evils of slavery  
w ere believed to affect all whites not just children, how ever.
Som e, like M ary Chesnut at times, expressed their hatred of the  
institution for its personal dam age and its financial cost to white  
people. Mary contended that her husband Jam es "supported his 
plantation by his law practice; but the plantation was running him 
into debt. The slaves . . . never com pletely earned their own 
s u p p o rt."68 Most slaveholding wom en did not believe in 
em ancipation , how ever.
Most elite w om en accepted the pro-slavery argum ents that 
slaves needed enslavem ent for their own benefit. "They are  not 
prepared for freedom , many of them set no higher value on 
them selves than the beasts of the field do," Keziah Brevard wrote. 
"They are prone as human nature ever is to do evil —  & instead of 
striving against it —  yield to it."6 9 Julia LeGrand of Louisiana  
also opined: "I think they are not fit for freedom . The free black 
man is scarcely a higher animal . . .  He has sensations, but his 
sensibility is not well aw akened . . .  He is servile if m astered, and 
brutal if licensed . . .  he can not, either by force or persuasion, be 
inbred with a reverence for truth."7 0 The wom en's experience with 
slaves and freedm en led them to accept the idea of black mental
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and social in feriority.
Elite wom en did not think that freed blacks could support 
them selves because they w ere lazy, uneducated and irresponsible. 
Since free blacks were reputed to instigate slave rebellion, the  
idea of a vast population of uncontrolled blacks in their midst 
made women uneasy. Keziah Brevard wrote, "what can w e do with
them ? free such a multitude of half barbarians in our midst —  no 
. . .  n o "71 A Southern landscape rid of all black faces seem ed an 
im possible dream  and black em ancipation frightening.
S everal wom en advocated colonization of freed blacks in 
Liberia. After selling off enough land to finance the journey, Minor 
M eriw ether sent his inherited slaves to Liberia. E lizabeth  agreed  
with this action. "I did not believe in s la v e r y ." 7  2 Mary Berkeley  
M inor Blackford bought slaves to send them to freedom  in Liberia:
Think what it is to be a Slave!!! To be treated not as a man but as a  
personal chattel, a thing that may be bought and sold, to have no rioht to 
the fruits of your own labour, no right to your own wife and children, 
liable at any moment to be separated at the arbitrary will of another from 
all that is dearest to you on earth, & whom it is your duty to love & 
cherish. Deprived by the law of learning to read the Bible, compelled to 
know that the purity of your wife and daughters is exposed without 
protection of law to the assault of a brutal white man! Think of this, and 
all the nameless horrors that are concentrated in that one word 
S lavery .7 3
Trained to believe that slaves w ere inferior beings placed on 
the earth to be their servants as well as their responsibility, m o s t  
slaveholding w om en just accepted the slave labor system  into 
which they w ere born. "S lavery is right if used righteously, 
otherw ise it is not," Lettie W atkins W alton wrote to her sister. "I 
do not believe that God gave us negroes just for our ease and 
comfort, but som e good is intended for the negro."7 4 Louisa McCord
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wrote extensively defending slaveow nership . In her view , "Negroes  
and w om en both needed protection from exploitation by the 
powerful; therefore, racial or sexual equality w as 'insanity.' W e  
love our negroes . . .  as a father loves his children." The crux of her 
paternal and economic argum ent was that slaves and women needed  
s u p erv is io n .?  5
Elite Southern w om en lived and worked among enslaved  
people. They accepted their place in the social hierarchy including 
their role in labor m anagem ent. Many com plained that the burden  
of slavery in labor and morality w as too high but few  openly voiced  
anti-s lavery  sentim ents. T h e  w ar increased the responsibilities  
and changed the lives of elite w om en and their relationships with 
their slaves. The issues of slave m anagem ent, m iscegenation and  
the role of race found wider expression in the diaries and journals  
as wom en worked to feed  the nation in the midst of war.
The War
Secession and the w ar changed life on the plantations. 
T h ree-q u arters  of the white m ale population left their homes and  
businesses to participate in their struggle for independence. W ith  
the men away, wom en, som e of whom knew very little about 
running the plantation, took over full control of production and  
m anagem ent. W hen the men departed for the war, it was not clear 
how the plantations would operate. The role of the mistress and 
her personal ability to fulfill the  increased responsibilities and  
discipline becam e very important not only to the fam ily but to the
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C onfederacy as w ell. Elite w om en's recorded words illustrate that 
the war experience heightened a lready present views. Their extra  
responsibilities m anaging household and plantation labor gave rise 
to even greater animosity to s laves and slavery. Sim ilarly fears  of 
slave rebellion, hatred of m iscegenation and beliefs of black  
inferiority increased during the war.
Southern m istresses had alw ays participated in labor 
m anagem ent but the w ar increased their responsibilities. David  
Harris worried as he left his wife Emily in charge. He knew she
would work diligently, but he also knew she would "be much at a
loss with the m anagem ent of the farm and n e g r o e s ." ?  6 Emily took
her responsibilities seriously but felt overw helm ed.
Old Judah and Edom were both sick. Ann is trying to weave, and a poor 
weave it is, the sewing must be done, everything must be attended to,
Laura is coughing a rough ominous cough, has scarcely any shoes on her 
feet, and no hope of getting any this week, West has the croup.  ̂7
The health and m aintenance of her slaves weighed heavy on her
m ind.
M aintain ing the health of servants w as difficult in the best 
of tim es and com plicated by war. Supplies and resources  
dim inished, the increased occurrence of runaways, and a breakdown  
in authority, all com plicated elite w om en's task. S arah  W atkins  
wrote her concerns about the health of their black "family" to 
Lettie in 1864. "In four months we have had three deaths in the  
family. . . . W e used to be so fortunate in not having our negroes to 
die. In the last 5 years we have lost 13 . . . Now when any of them  
are sick much I lose most all hope of their recovery."? 8 Sickness  
increased as food and m edicine shortages resulted from the
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blockade of Southern ports. C ornelia  M cDonald received news that 
one of her slaves, M anuel, was hiding in town "lying ill and 
starving" and that another s lave, C atherine, had fled with her 
babies behind the Union arm y fearing the rumored cruelty of 
G eneral Jackson's returning men. A gentlem an returned Catherine  
to Cornelia's gate. "W hen I saw her gaunt figure approaching . . .  I 
could not believe the starved, forlorn creature could be my trim- 
looking, neat nurse . . . she said she had had only three crackers in 
th ree  days."? 9
M istresses realized they w ere losing control. They commonly  
wrote that the slaves w ere lazy. Em ily Harris, a successful farm er  
but a poor slave m anager, wrote, "Family not well, negroes doing 
nothing but eating, m aking fires and wearing out clothes."8 0 
Virg inia C lay-C lopton rem em bered that as the Y an kees  prepared to 
confiscate the Clay's property the "negroes . . . w ere conducting 
them selves in an insolent m anner, taking to the m ountains when  
there was work to be done."8 1 "Slaves w ere quick to test the 
m istress 's  authority," historian Leon Litwack found, "seeking to 
ascertain if she could be m ore easily outm aneuvered or 
m anipulated than her husband."8 2 G race Elm ore also com plained  
about their lack of credible am bition. "The characteristic of the 
negro is laziness. Few  will work even for bread if not com pelled to 
do so, and their greatest idea of freedom  is not to work but 
p lu n d e r ."83 Slaves' strategy of passive resistance (which included 
running off for a while and avoiding work) just increased during 
the w ar.
M en tried through letters to advise their w ives in slave  
m anagem ent but ultim ately it was the w om en who m ade the 
d ec is io n s . "Take pains to gain the affection of the negroes. You  
can attach them to you and govern them  through their hearts better 
than any overseer can through fear," Edgewood Bird wrote to Sallie  
not long after he left h e r .8  4 After receiving her com plaints
concerning a particular slave, he wrote, "I've written you, and now
repeat, sell Peter. In Richmond, he would bring $ 2 ,500  or more. I 
do not wish you annoyed, and I am very certain there should be no
such negro on a place in such t i m e s ."8 5 The slave trade flourished
in the early war years because with less land planted in labor 
intensive cotton a surplus of labor resulted. People with extra  
m oney believed that purchasing slaves w as a good investm ent at a 
good price. The cost of a bondsperson reflected the changing  
inflation and deprecation of C onfederate  c u r r e n c y .86 Elite women  
found that selling slaves also required skills which most of them  
had not acquired.
The hierarchy of power faltered as physical coercion no 
longer appeared to be a viable threat without men to adm inister it. 
Susanna Clay confided her declining position to her son in several 
letters indicating that by the fall of 1863  that she had lost all 
control. "I try by moral suasion to get them  to do their duty and it 
som etim es succeeds. . . . W e cannot exert any authority. I beg ours 
to do what little is d o n e . "8 7 The Clay slaves in A labam a knew that 
disobedience would go unpunished with the Yankees nearby so they  
worked as little as possible. The W atk ins ’ slaves, who still worked
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under Dr. W atkins' supervision in Mississippi, m anifested a 
countenance "as submissive and respectful as e v e r . "8 8
W om en also had slave m anagem ent problems because the 
C onfederate  governm ent im pressed slave laborers to work on 
governm ent projects. "I understand . . . that o u r and every one 
else's negroes about here, that are now working on the 
fortifications, are to be sent to Cairo to work there. . . . The  
runaways are the negroes to send, and not those who have staid at 
home and behaved them selves, as all ours have done."8 9 The  
W atkins also sent slaves to work. Their letters com plain that 
im pressed slaves died or returned too sick to work. [The editors of 
the correspondence, E. Grey Dimond and Herm an Hattaw ay, noted 
that illness and death w ere probably caused by exposure to camp  
diseases exacerbated  by overw ork and starvation.]9 0 Historian  
Leon Litwack believes that the planters' "principal objections  
reflected a fear of pecuniary loss and the consequences of losing 
control over their slaves" who often cam e home sick and 
dem oralized causing them  to be useless or dangerous after their 
m ilitary  e x p e r ie n c e .9 1
M is tresses  took their responsibilities tow ard the ir s laves  
just as seriously as they had during the pre-w ar years.
M ain tenan ce , medical care, and m anagem ent filled their waking  
hours. They w ere committed to both production and labor. Som e  
Southern m istresses at the beginning of the w ar expected the  
slaves, particularly the house slaves, to rem ain loyal to their 
owners because of a bond of mutual affection and they noted in
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their diaries that the slaves appeared as submissive and docile as 
always. O thers, who had had problem s before the war, found they  
had increased problem s interacting with their servants. T im e and  
the disturbances caused by the w ar generally changed all their 
relationships until m any m istresses w elcom ed their s laves  
d e p a rtu re .
M ary Chesnut, who chronicled good relations with her 
servants, expressed her surprise at their lack of noticeable change:
Not by one word or look can we detect any change in the demeanor of these 
Negro servants. Lawrence sits at our door, as sleepy and as respectful and 
as profoundly indifferent. So are they all. They carry it too far. . . . And 
people talk before them as if they were chairs and tables, and they make 
no sign. Are they stolidly stupid, or wiser than we are?92
Although the local slaves appeared normal, the fear and rumor of
butchery and "servile insurrection" continued as the w ar raged.
"Minnie F. says they are hanging Negroes in Louisiana and
Mississippi like birds in the trees, for an attem pted insurrection;
but out there they say the sam e thing of South Carolina, and w e
know it is as quiet as a grave here and as p e a c e f u l . " 9  3 Southerners
worried m ore about s lave uprisings during the war because
Northern abolitionists had th reatened  an insurrection behind the
lines and also because planters believed that slave subordination
depended upon discipline which loosened with the men aw ay from
hom e. Rumors of black resistance persisted causing panics
although the w om en's d iaries attest to the docility am ong "their
people."
Sarah M organ rem arked on the respectfulness continually  
shown by slaves and sarcastically denied the cruelty with which
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Abraham  Lincoln said slaves w ere treated . "Black Frank thinks me 
cruel too, when he m eets me with a patronizing grin, and shows me 
the nicest vats of candy . . . And so does Jules, when he wipes the 
handle of his paddle on his apron, to give ’M am selle' a chance to 
skim the kettles and learn how to work!" W hile  making sugar, 
whites and blacks worked together. "Poor oppressed devils! why 
did you not chunk us with the burning logs instead of looking happy  
and laughing like fools? Really, som e good old Abolitionist is 
needed here, to tell them how m iserable they a r e . "9 4 She assessed  
the  w artim e slave relations. W hite  w om en believed that most 
slaves w ere content with their lot and that w ithout the  
in terference of abolitionists they would rem ain devoted to their  
w hite  fam ilies .
Som e servants continued to show deep affection and  
alleg iance toward their owners. Henry, the m an-servant of M inor 
M eriw ether, refused to leave Minor even though he had his freedom  
and the two of them lived in extrem ely dangerous and 
uncom fortable conditions during the war.9 5 Lawrence, Jam es  
Chesnut's m an, also "will not m ove an inch or lift a finger for 
anyone but his master."9 6 Sarah Morgan praised the bondswomen  
for their conduct during the exodus from Baton Rouge: "Hundreds  
w ere walking with babies, or bundles; ask them what they had 
saved, it w as invariable 'My mistress's clothes, or silver, or baby.' 
Ask what they had to them selves, it was 'Bless your heart honey, I 
w as glad to get aw ay with m istress things; I didn't think about 
m in e ."97
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The Morgans' slaves displayed their loyalty on several 
occasions. W hen the Y ankees gave the Morgan servants their 
freedom , M argret boasted "I dont want to be any free-er than I is 
now. I'll stay with my mistress." Sarah wrote, "The conduct of our 
servants is beyond praise. . . . during the fight, or flight, rather, a
fleeing officer stopped to throw a m usket into C harles Barker's
hands, and bade him fight for his liberty. Charles drew him self up, 
saying 'I am only a slave, but I am a secesh nigger, and wont fight
in such a d—  c r e w !" 9  8 At another tim e, Charles tried to stop
Y ankee  plunderers from stealing the M organ's property. Sarah  
w rote often about many acts of faithfulness by slaves.
H istorian Leon Litwack found that "those classic w artim e  
scenes which depict the faithful s laves consoling the 'white folks' 
in their bereavem ent w ere by no m eans rare."9 9 Slaves mourned 
for kindly m asters and sons killed in the w ar but could be relieved  
or gleeful if a harsh slaveholder died. S laves and planters lived 
in terdependently and the love and faithfulness of black servants  
depended on many factors. The changes in slavery caused by the 
w ar caused m any black people to reassess their relationships with 
whites, but "most m istresses could not grasp or refused to see  
that black people might have their own goals and aspirations, that 
they might be using the w artim e disruption," wrote historian  
G eorge Rable, "to ease their own lo t." io o
Cornelia M cDonald was convinced of the continued  
devotedness of the black people. She related a story about Harry's  
stopping over in a black woman's cabin w here he was fed and
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allowed to sleep. "The negro w om an had him com pletely in her 
power if she had chosen to betray him; but most of them  are loyal 
and faithful to the white people if they do love their freedom , and 
who can blam e them if they do."1 O'1
M any elite wom en m ade assum ptions about the contentm ent 
and loyalty of s laves because slaves hid their hostility behind  
smiling faces and deference. W hen the war disrupted normal 
re lations causing their "faithful servants" to openly resist their  
bondage, m istresses were unprepared for the change.
S lave  m anagem ent and relationship problem s increased in the 
presence of Y an kee  invaders. Elite w om en more frequently noted 
cases of im pudence and independence by their slaves. "The 
deception of my servants disheartens me —  and I am every now  
and then aw akened to the fact that they hate me . . .  I have almost 
lost all desire to do for my servants —  they treat me so m ean and 
very much to suit them selves," K eziah Brevard w rote early in the  
w a r . 102  s h e  assessed slave relations more realistically than som e  
other w om en. "Amy Adam s thinks our slaves will be faithful to us .
. . I think we have some, the fewest in number, who would not 
butcher us —  but I'm sure most of them  would aim at freedom  —  
'tis natural they should and they will try for it."1 03 Keziah  
Brevard, being a widowed planter, a lw ays had m anagem ent 
difficulties and expected  disloyalty rather than devotion.
Julia LeG rand felt betrayed by the black im pudence and thefts 
she encountered after New O rleans fell to the Yankees. Julia Ann, 
whom they "raised from an infant," stole money and refused to even
answ er "unless she pleased." This ill-treatm ent by a person for 
whom she cared changed her whole outlook on the advisability of 
freedom  for slaves. "I once w as as great an abolitionist as any in 
the North . . .  But my experience with Negroes has altered my way  
of thinking," Julia w ro te .1 0 4 "W e made every effort to bring Julie 
up an honorable and even high-toned w om en, but she preferred lying 
to confidence, stealing to asking and a life of vagrancy to a 
respectab le , com fortable o n e . " 1 05 Another servant that the  
LeG rand girls hired stole money left on top of a bureau. "This 
locking up and watching is perfectly hateful to me. . . .  but negroes  
have no mercy and will take one's last cent if you keep it unlocked.
I would hate them if I considered them responsible and d eve lo p ed  
b e i n g s . " 1 0 6 M istresses, like Julia LeG rand, devoted them selves to 
rearing "good and proper" servants.
The proximity of Y ankee troops and the promise of freedom  
altered  w om en's perceptions concerning their trusted servants. 
S arah Follansbee buried jew els  and silver with her maid, Nancy, to 
protect the valuables from the expected Y ankee  looters. Having  
second thoughts, Sarah moved the treasure alone at night. W hen  
the Y ankees  arrived, Nancy im m ediately led the soldiers to the  
orig inal p l a c e . 1 07 "The poor silly race has been m ade a tool of --- 
enticed from good homes and induced to insult their masters. The  
Y an kees  have undermined every good feeling which at one time 
existed betw een these poor people and their owners," com m ented  
Julia  LeG rand about the situation in occupied New O r l e a n s . 1 0 8 
G ertrude Thom as experienced Y ankee  interference as well. "W hen
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our Negroes w ere tem pted by the Y ankees to go with them they  
refused with the exception of Henry . . . [who] the next morning 
conducted them to Cotton Town and showed the place in which 
Uncle Sykes had concealed the Horses and mules. They took such as 
they wished . . . stole Melnott a valuable Horse of ours and mounted  
Henry upon it. They then set the Gin House and Screw on fire."1 09  
The Thom ases generally had good relations with their slaves. Good  
relations, how ever, did not insure that the slaves would respond  
with loyalty when the Y ankees appeared.
M ary Chesnut com plained of the ingratitude displayed in her 
description of G eneral Dick Taylor's slaves. After all but four 
slaves left, he freed the four loyal servants and paid them  top 
wages. W hen Mrs. Taylor found Y ankee  calling cards on her table, 
she asked the maid about them. "Oh, Missis! . . . They com e to see  
me and I have been waiting to tell you. . . .  I cannot dance with 
those nice gentlem en at night at our Union Balls and then com e here  
and be your servant the next day."1 1 o
W hile  e lite  w om en understood that their slaves preferred  
freedom  to enslavem ent, they had m ore difficulty understanding  
why they allied so quickly with the Y ankees. According to Leon 
Litwack, most Union soldiers view ed "the Negro as a prim ary cause  
of the war but even more importantly as an inferior being with few  
if any legitim ate hum an emotions." R ather than erase racial 
tensions, Litwack argues that N ortherners "exposure to blacks  
appeared to strengthen rather than allay racial an tipath ies."1 11 
W hen the slaves ran out to greet these soldiers, wom en w ere raped
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and the slaves' few  possessions w ere stolen. "That they should be  
robbed and defrauded by those who claim ed to be their liberators, 
that their cabins should be searched and ransacked, their w ives and 
daughters insulted and abused, cam e as a shocking revelation to 
m any s laves ."1 1 2 Som e Southern elite w om en sym pathized with 
the freed people in regards to the inconsistences of Y ankee race  
relations, but they found them selves disgusted by the im m orality  
of the sexual relations betw een Union officers and black w om en  
which seem ed to resem ble the antebellum  problem they had found 
so repugnant.
"To debauch black wom en, some Y ankees apparently 
concluded, was to partake of a w idely practiced and w ell-accepted  
Southern pastim e," wrote historian Leon Litwack. "Yankees tended  
to share the popular racist notion of black wom en as naturally  
prom iscuous and d isso lu te .”1 1 3 Union soldiers som etim es lived 
openly with freedw om en and som etim es just enterta ined black  
w om en at what the Southerners called M iscegenation Balls such as 
the dances to which G eneral Taylor's servant referred.
G ertrude Thom as wrote what w as probably the more common  
thoughts by Southern w om en concerning federal soldiers and black 
w om en:
I lose faith in humanity when I see such efforts to sink the nobler better 
part of man's nature in an effort to exterminate the white race in the 
South in order to elevate the Negro race to a position which I doubt their 
ability to fill . . .  I wish for the women of the North no worse fate than 
will befall them. Their husbands already prepare for them the bitter cup 
of humiliation. . . . [Gertrude Thomas wrote but did not publish an open 
letter to Mrs. Sherman] Did he tell you of the Mulatto girl for whose 
safety he was so much concerned that she was returned to Nashville? This 
girl was spoken of by the Negroes whom you are willing to trust so 
implicitly as "Sherman's wife." Rest satisfied Mrs. Sherman . . . with
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regard to the elevation of the Negroes— Your husbands are amongst a 
coloured race whose reputation for morality has never been of the highest 
order — and these gallant cavaliers are most of them provided with a 
'companion du voyage'. . . .  I pity you.114
Elite w om en continued to hate the im m orality of interracial sex
because of their intense racial pride. The  im portance of racial
purity and morality further deepened  their hatred of the Y ankees
especially those involved with black wom en. The  hum iliation of
defeat and destruction seem ed to be symbolized by the Y ankees
dressing freedw om en in their form er mistress' clothes and openly
fraternizing with black w om en that they considered inferior.
The situation was so w idespread that Union officers issued
orders barring black women from the encam pm ents. M any Union
soldiers agreed with the Southern ladies and condem ned interracial
re la tions, esp ec ia lly  m a rriag es .1 1 5
W hite  wom en considered m iscegenation -- in w ar or in peace
time -- immoral and degrading. T h e  social conventions of Southern
society em phasized  purity, chastity and decorum in sexual
relations for wom en. Personal reputation and honor provided
strong sanctions on behavior and outlined clear rules by which
elite w om en lived and judged others. The  interracial socializing
continued to bother Southern elite w om en because of the sexual
impropriety but also because of the blurring of class lines from the
top to the bottom of the social ladder. Social conventions and
morality dem anded the sexual segregation of the races and women
as the arbiters of honor advocated morality in race relations. Many
expected nothing less of the "immoral" Yankees. Southerners did
not consider the Union soldiers, even the officers, gentlem en.
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M iscegenation and open fratern ization with black "whores" by Union  
officers confirm ed for elite Southern w om en that Y an kees  w ere not 
gentlem en. Although wom en had not been able to outwardly oppose  
Southern m ale m iscegenation for financial and social reasons, they  
could show their disdain toward Yankees. The  W ar, the work, the  
im m orality drove many to the idea that giving up the slaves was  
preferab le  to life as it was.
The war and occupation eroded the prosperity of the 
plantation system  m aking the m aintenance of s laves an em otional, 
as well as economic, strain. M any Southerners began to believe  
that slavery as an institution may have more burdens than benefits. 
M any m istresses, faced with the problems of authority and 
m anagem ent at a tim e when the slaves refused to perform their 
d u tie s , openly hoped for a quick defeat. Southern women had 
reaped the benefits of slavery but the strain of slave and 
plantation m anagem ent reached a peak near the end of the war. One  
w om an wrote in 1864: "I som etim es think I would not care if they
all did go, they are so much trouble to m e."i 1 6 M istresses often 
expressed their fee lings about the difficulty of m aintaining slaves. 
T h e  w ar only increased their feelings of oppression. Another 
w om an wrote:
Had slavery lasted a few years longer, I have heard my mother say, it 
would have killed Julia, my headwoman, and me. Our burden of work and 
responsibility was simply staggering. . . .  I was glad and thankful — on 
my own account when slavery ended, and I ceased to belong body and soul 
to my negroes. 11 7
Form er m istresses also expressed paternalistic concerns about 
"their people" trying to survive without educations and skills in a
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com petitive world. In fact, Reconstruction brought a revised racial 
ideology that argued that the African race would be doom ed just 
like the Indians w ithout the m aster's gu idance and protection .11 8 
Southern society changed as a result of em ancipation, but the  
planter class tried to reassert the racial hierarchy during 
R e c o n s tru c tio n .
The Civil W ar ended on April 9, 1865 when General Robert E. 
Lee surrendered to G eneral Ulysses S. Grant at Appom attox  
Courthouse. Three  days earlier a quarter of Lee's army was  
captured along with most of his supplies. "There is nothing left for 
me to do but to see General Grant," Lee wrote, "and I would rather 
die a thousand deaths."-! 1 9 Grant offered generous terms and Lee  
announced the surrender April 10. As he ordered his men to return 
to their homes, Lee assured them that they had lost to the  
overwhelm ing resources and num bers, which w ere availab le  to the  
North, not for lack of valor. The w ar w as over.
M ary Chesnut received news of the surrender from C lem ent 
Clay in her rented space in Chester, South Carolina. She recorded  
the disbelief and staggering pain that gripped those present. "I 
saw the news reflected in Mary Darby's face before I heard him. . . . 
Quite beside herself, M ary shrieked: 'Now  we belong to Negroes and 
Yankees'." Southerners im m ediately realized  that defeat ended any 
chance to retain their w ay of life. "Our poverty is m ade a m atter 
of laughing. W e deride our own penury. Of the country, we try not 
to speak at a ll." i2 0
Displaced Southern people returned to their hom es when they
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could. Cornelia  M cDonald, w idowed and destitute, received the  
news that her hom e was so badly dam aged that it was 
uninhabitable. E lizabeth M eriw ether returned to find her home  
confiscated by a mad woman who refused to leave. Mary Chesnut 
recorded the sights on her return to Cam den:
Nothing but tall blackened chimneys to show that any man has ever trod 
this road before us. This is Sherman's track! . . .  I wept incessantly at 
f irs t. . . Then I made a vow. If we are a crushed people, I will never be 
a whimpering, pining slave. [At Mulberry] They carried off sacks of our 
books and our papers, our letters were strewed along Charleston road. . . . 
Potter's raid . . . which was after Johnston's surrender, ruined us. . . .
Nothing is left now but the bare land, and debts incurred for the support 
of the hundreds of Negroes during the war.12 1
The devastation of the plantations and the em ancipation of the
slaves indicated the enormity of change facing Southern society.
"The fact is our Negroes are to be made free and a change, a
very [great] change will be affected in our mode of living," Gertrude
Thom as wrote on M ay 8, 1865. That day her husband, Jefferson
Thom as, told their servants they w ere freed and that in the future
they would be hired for w ages. G ertrude expressed the mixed
feeling of elite wom en: "W hile there is of course a natural dislike
to the loss of so much property in my inmost soul I cannot regret it
—  I a lw ays felt that there w as a great responsibility —  It is in
som e degree a great relief to have this feeling r e m o v e d " 1 22
W h ile  the  paternalistic  re lation  of s laveow ners  shifted
following em ancipation, m any m istresses addressed new labor
m anagem ent problems in their households. Many stepped in and
undertook the work them selves. G ertrude Thom as took pride in her
accom plishm ents. "After it w as over [breakfast] I assisted her in
wiping the breakfast dishes, a thing I never rem em ber to have done
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more than once or twice in my life." she wrote on M ay 29, 1865. "I 
then thoroughly cleaned up the sitting room and p a r l o u r . " i 2 3  
G ertrude hired cooks, laundresses, and maids w henever she could 
but Jefferson refused to hire neighbors' form er slaves without 
their perm ission.
The  relationship betw een mistress and servant changed by 
necessity. Som e w om en tried to tell them selves that household  
relations rem ained the sam e. "My servants are just the sam e as 
before the war. They are attached to us and say they are willing to 
alw ays live with us —  freedom  does not seem  to affect them  in 
the least," Helen Saw yer wrote in August, 1 8 6 5 .1 24 Mary Chesnut 
also noted little change on her plantation. "In this house, there is 
not the slightest change. . . . They are more circum spect, politer, 
quieter; but that's all. Every day I expect to miss som e face, but so 
far, none has gone. I have been disappointed."1 2 5  O ther m istresses  
found it very hard to find the help they needed because they 
expected hired servants to be as subservient as slaves. "To be  
without them is a m isery and to have them is just as bad," Am elia  
B arr w ro te .1 2 6  Gertrude Thom as felt the sam e way.
Mr. Thomas is so much afraid of losing some of his hands . . . that he will 
tolerate some things which I will not. Implicit obedience and the utmost 
respect I require from those I employ . . .  I am polite and demand the 
same. . . .  I . . . require that a positive order I give shall be obeyed. 127
T h e  obedience G ertrude desired in household labor contrasted
sharply with new confrontations in the public arena.
R acial politics produced challenges and confrontations for
Southern elites. W hite w om en recorded their observations on these
changes. Pauline Heyward recounted her horror on observing a
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troop of black soldiers.
They were the first black troops I ever saw, I felt every imaginable 
emotion upon seeing them, they, who two or three months ago were our 
respectful slaves, were there as impertinent as possible, pushing and 
jostling us about. . . .  It was all like a pandemonium of black demons. 128
Pauline's offense cam e not only from the black soldiers change of
status from slave to soldier, but from the disruption of the race
rules -- the social hierarchy. E lizabeth  M eriw eth er m akes this
clear in her account of the situation in Mem phis, Tennessee. The
Radical policy "placed the negro above his form er white m aster.
This unwise policy . . .  led to untold suffering . . .  for of course no
people of a white race will perm anently live in subjection to
negroes." E lizabeth noted that it took w hite riots and killing of
freedm en to regain racial control. "One good result," she added,
"was an improved behavior by negroes and whites were no longer
pushed into the s tree t."12 9 Elizabeth played a role in the
organization of the Ku Klux Klan in Mem phis. She felt that the KKK
liberated the whites from "uppity blacks." "Considered as a whole,
the work of the Ku Klux was done in a patriotic spirit for patriotic
purposes . . .  In truth it accomplished a noble and necessary work
in the only w ay in which that work w as then possible."1 3 0 She did
not com m ent on the  political murders and other violent acts
com m itted by the Klan to stop the Republican political changes and
to restore white suprem acy during R econstruction .
W hite perceptions of black violence and insolence caused the
w hite  elite to again turn to vio lent control m ethods across the
S outh . By 1867, race riots had erupted in several Southern cities.
"W hatever the precipitating incident," Leon Litwack explains,
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"nearly every riot reflected the growing conflict betw een how ex­
slaves and whites chose to define em ancipation and the  
determ ination of whites to retain the essentials of the old 
discipline and e tiq u e tte ."1 3 1 W hile whites had always been aware  
of the potential for black v io lence, Reconstruction race  relations  
accentuated their fears. Panics and rumors of insurrection again  
resulted from innocent acts of independence by a freedperson. "The 
black man moving through the woods hunting squirrels suddenly  
becam e thousands of armed blacks hunting their old m asters,"  
Litwack wrote. "The Mississippi planter missing for several days  
was presum ably a victim of m urderous b lacks ." i32  |n 1888, 
Parthenia H ague interpreted the long-term  change in race relations  
to mean that: "Now it would by no m eans be safe . . .  in any section 
w here the negro forms any very great part of the population, 
[because] white men or women are in danger of murder, robbery, 
and violence.'"! 33 W hite Southerners felt they could no longer trust 
their form er servants or any of the black race.
Because of the economic changes caused by the war, the 
classes of Southern society w ere less distinct. T h e  sons of the 
planter class w orked along side blacks in the fields. This closer 
association of races rekindled the fear of m iscegenation for elite  
women. G ertrude Thom as pondered the question of interracial 
m arriage as a social rather than a moral issue in June 1869. She  
concluded that to m aintain white superiority and a sexual 
separation of the races that the elite class must educate  its sons. 
Because education would keep the men of the South from forming
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alliances with the uneducated black w om en "as they now are." i3 4  
The racism and racial purity continued to be the argum ent against 
am algam ation in m any w om en's diaries. E lizab e th  M e riw e th er  
stayed with Isabella  B eecher Hooker, of the fam ous abolitionist 
fam ily. Isabella  said she would willingly accept a "Negro"
daughter-in -law  if her son loved her and she behaved morally.
E lizabeth replied, "I love my sons more than my own life, but . . .  I 
would rather see them dead . . . then married to a Negro woman, no 
m atter how moral or honest." 1 3 5  Mrs. Hooker, like other
abolitionists, believed in equality for the freed blacks but most
Southern w om en rem ained prejudiced concerning the am algam ation  
of the races for their entire lives.
A fter the Southern econom y readjusted, elite ladies chose to 
rem em ber the good aspects of slavery from their point of view.
For exam ple, several w om en like V irg in ia C lay-C lopton , rem inisced  
about the "happy, w ell-fed coloured people" of slavery com pared to 
the ragged and destitute freedpeople  they found in Southern towns. 
They forgot the pain of watching slaves whipped, the overwork of 
trying to keep them  healthy enough to work, the humiliation of 
seeing their mulatto step-sib lings or w orse the m ulatto children  
of their own husbands.
Em ancipation changed the link betw een elite w om en and black  
people. Labor m anagem ent and slave m aintenance, which had 
consum ed the energy and tim e of m istresses before and during the  
w ar, required less from elite w om en who had few er servants and  
no responsibility for their food and clothing. New problem s arose
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as form er m istresses dem anded pre-w ar obedience from hired help, 
but eventually a new labor relationship evolved. The  hierarchy of 
race continued to affect the w ay in which w om en view ed their 
em ployees and also their ideas concerning m iscegenation. Elite  
wom en advocated white suprem acy and the sexual separation of the  
races. The mulatto child and interracial liaisons rem ained  
abhorrent to white wom en who believed in the natural and moral 
distinction of race. R ace relations underw ent a transform ation as 
a result of em ancipation and the Southern economic depression  
following the war. Elite wom en felt betrayed by the departure of 
their "good and faithful" servants, but they developed an imitation  
paternalis tic  obligation to their hired black servants  that 
coincided with their v iew  of blacks as still requiring white  
supervision. W hites and blacks becam e increasingly suspicious of 
the others' intentions. M istresses in terpreted  black assertiveness  
as insolence or im pertinence; while blacks thought whites intended  
to reenslave them. Post-w ar economic change underm ined the  
social hierarchy on which Southern society rested. W om en who had 
been wealthy lived on the community benevolence and their 
econom ic decline som etim es resulted in a harsher racism in the  
attem pt to retain their class superiority. Racism grew as a m eans  
of reasserting the social hierarchy which had been easier to 
discern during the prosperity of slavery.
T h e  relationship betw een individual m istresses and slaves  
ran the gamut from deep affection to hatred but it was also 
tem pered by the separation of race and responsibility. The
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antebellum  elite view ed slavery as an integral part of their system  
of honor and hierarchy. Their exalted position based on plantation  
wealth gave them  social and political control of Southern life and 
the "inferior" black slave, in particular. Southern ladies 
dem onstrated the elite control through the never-ending  
responsibility of slave m anagem ent which their class and gender 
required of them . Being a plantation mistress had its 
disadvantages which faded as rebuilding took over their lives. The  
days of the Old South took on a dream  quality as they developed an 
elaborate, elegant past to go with the Lost Cause. T h e  insolent, 
troublesom e, im m oral slave of old becam e the insolent, 
troublesom e, im m oral "nigger" of Reconstruction the d ifference  
being their inability to control the behavior of these black  
residents of their states. Many Southern wom en had been against 
slavery but very, very few  w anted em ancipation in their presence. 
To be forced to live among uncontrolled "inferior" people ended  
noblesse oblige and resulted in an ingrained racism which  
negatively effected race relations in the South until today.
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Conclusion
In the years following the war, wom en of the elite class  
expressed intense resentm ent toward the North and its imposition of 
law on Southern life. From the policies of Radical Reconstruction to 
restrictions on honoring the w ar dead, Southern white wom en shared  
with their men antagonism s for the North. E lizabeth Avery 
M e riw e th e r w rote:
In those dark days just after the close of the war hate was a feeling that 
came into many a Southern woman's breast. The Southern men were too 
busy trying to retrieve their fallen fortunes, but women —  they had 
more time to brood over the wrongs that had been done them . . .  it took the 
women of the South a long time before they were able to feel kindly toward 
their conquerors. 1
The war only slightly  changed elite w om en's perceptions  
concerning status, gender and race. W om en chose to return to the  
dom estic sphere which conservative Southern social conventions  
designated for them . W hite elite women, who had been reared to 
accept m ale dom ination, duty and deference inherent in community  
standards, re linquished w artim e individuality for accustom ed fam ily  
structure. The code of honor, which had controlled the gender and 
race relations of the antebellum  South, rem ained strong in the years  
following the war.
Elite Southern w om en reacted to the social change which had 
occurred as a result of the war and Reconstruction. W om en, who had 
assum ed great responsibility and lived through the fear and hazards  
of war, resum ed what they believed to be their proper place in 
Southern society and the conservatism  of Southern honor
1 4 6
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reasserted its claim on society. Jean Friedm an believes that 
because of the deep-seated  values of fam ily and kinship that 
society "preserved a largely traditional set of social r o l e s . "2 
W om en who had conformed to those standards all of their lives 
continued to accept family expectations and their p lace in 
fulfilling fam ily needs.
In Southern society, "family values differed not at all from  
public ones," historian Bertrum W yatt-B row n wrote about the  
antebellum  South, "one's kin w ere indistinguishable from oneself."3 
"Along with an old-fashioned social code," G eorge Rable believes, 
"traditional definitions of w om en's place also survived as fem ale  
destiny rem ained closely tied to the dom estic c irc le ."4 M arriage  
and motherhood rem ained the accepted careers for wom en. Young  
belles spent their tim e in a whirl of social events as the prelude to 
m arriage. Fam ilies expended precious resources to dress their 
daughters attractively to help them  fascinate  a prospective m ate. 
The Southern birth rate also rem ain high. Large fam ilies required  
the dom estic leadership provided by the mother. Southern society  
returned to its p re -w ar structure.
Fam ily defense and white racial suprem acy of antebellum  
honor endured as the primary tenets in the reaction of white  
Southerners toward Reconstruction policy. Legal and social power 
rem ained in the hands of the patriarch to whom the fam ily was  
honor-bound. Elite wom en reverted to subservience as Southern  
ladies in the hierarchy of honor. W hen the form er s laves displayed  
a unprecedented lack of deference, the Ku Klux Klan and lynching
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arose to reinstate social control. T h e  conservatism  of Southern  
society reasserted itself through those who had enforced it before  
the w ar —  white m en. The  elite vigorously pursued the protection  
of traditional values and conventions against outside forces.
Anne Firor Scott developed a w atershed theory that Southern  
wom en evolved an independence in their w artim e activities which  
they continued to assert following the w ar, but the diaries  
generally  disprove this theory. Most Southern wom en returned to 
the hom e and private sphere w here rebuilding and dom estic  
responsibility consum ed hours, in fact years . Som e wom en  
operated plantations as their husbands took jobs outside the  
household. O thers opened schools but these activities w ere not a 
dem and for fem ale  independence but rather an attem pt to m aintain  
the fam ily. Southern m istresses had a lw ays worked for the fam ily. 
T h e  decades following the w ar proved no different.
The exam ple of Gertrude Thom as may at first glance seem  to 
prove an "independence" argument. However, G ertrude never 
intended to carve out an independent, public role for herself it was  
thrust upon her by family need. She took a teaching job to enhance  
the family income. Economic need did not change her status as a 
lady only her role as a provider for the family. She wrote on April 
3, 1888:
I shrink from what is before me. Tomorrow I will be fifty four years old 
and I could not obtain credit for fifty dollars. I own land . . . and it does 
not support my family. . . . Spring has come and I cannot buy a dress for 
Cora Lou or Kathleen. A pitiful confession to make to you my journal. I 
have written so little because I did not like to give expression to such 
trials fo r  they are trials. Of late I have tried to be submissive. I am 
going to do the duty which lies nearest to me. During the last month I have 
had only one servant. I give out the clothes to be laundried away from
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home. Cora Lou and I do the house work. . . .  I cannot bear to owe a 
servant money which I cannot pay.5
The poverty and humiliation of financial dishonor did change her
relationship with her husband, and coping with d isaster did result
in her increased independence and self-assurance. At the sam e
tim e, she deferred w henever possible to her husband's judgm ent as
expected of a dutiful w ife. She did not start teaching until 1878
because Jefferson opposed her working for w ages. G e rtru d e
accepted the responsibility of providing for the fam ily. It was not
a m atter of role reversal but necessity. Finally, the fam ilia l
despair caused by Jefferson's alcoholism moved G ertrude to join
the tem perance movem ent and consequently begin a  much more
public role. The financial defeat drove the w eak Jefferson to the
bottle and Gertrude to em ploym ent and tem perance.
Joining w om en's associations eased Southern w om en into a
more public life but this did not happen widely until the 1870s  and
1880s. Can we see this as a war change in Southern women?
Probably not. W om en had operated relief organizations for women
and children before the w ar and for soldiers during the war. The
biggest change seem s to have been that ladies like Gertrude
Thom as began public speaking in their determ ination to fight the
effects of alcohol abuse. Southern men and drunkenness was not a
new phenom ena. The W om an's Christian Tem perance Union,
how ever, offered Southern w om en a platform to com bat the
appalling consequences of m ale drunkenness on the family.
G ertrude Clanton Thom as, E lizabeth Avery M eriw ether,
R ebecca Latim er Felton and M ary Latim er McLendon proceeded from
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tem perance  to fem inism  during the thirty years  following the w ar. 
W as it a revolution? No. It was preservation of the family and  
evolution of society. In the 1880s, a small minority of Southern  
w om en joined their Northern sisters in the fight for w om an's  
suffrage and equality. Public fem inism  faced resistance in the  
conservative South. How ever, Southern ladies used their strong 
fam ilia l and fem ale  ties in the prom otion of socially acceptab le  
projects such as reform and m emorials for the Lost Cause. They  
worked on social problem s in an attem pt to c lean-up society just 
as they handled the household problems and kept the home in order. 
Fem ale  organizations w ere not a new phenom enon with which to 
uphold the w atershed theory.
Paid work provides another exam ple of the w atershed theory. 
According to Anne Firor Scott, it greatly  increased for Southern  
w om en following the war. "In the years following the war," S c o t t  
asserts "women's lives had been significantly a ltered by the  
abolition of slavery and the w idespread destruction of the 
plantation system. . . . The  war had created a generation of women  
w ithout m e n . "6 S ince there w ere few er ava ilab le  men to marry and  
work, wom en w ere available to take jobs left open by the m ale  
shortage. She also argues that the dem and for workers lead to 
education reform and broke down the "barriers against career  
w o m e n . "7 Som e w om en worked before the  w ar as Suzanne Lebsock 
has shown. The numbers remained small because most wom en  
could not earn enough to hire som eone to do the usual wom en's  
work at home. During the war, elite wom en took jobs. They
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received half the wages of men doing the sam e work in governm ent 
offices. M ary Darby after m aking the transition from dependent to 
w age earner grew accustomed to receiving money for her work and 
grew in self-confidence as well.8 Peace forced wom en back into 
the dom estic sphere just as it has after every war. W om en's  
em ploym ent and proven ability w as forgotten when the men return 
to their homes and jobs. The men who controlled paid work 
opportunities preferred m ale workers even at higher w ages. The  
societal convention against ladies working for pay quickly  
reasserted itself as soon as the em ergency of w ar ended.
W hile historians like Suzanne Lebsock, G eorge Rable and Jean  
Friedm an dim inished the significance of the w atershed theory as 
an indication of changing status, they also see education reform as 
part of a continuum. Savants urged reform of wom en's education  
and em ploym ent opportunities before and after the war. W om en  
like Cornelia  Spencer advocated economic independence for wom en, 
and she represented a growing sentim ent across Southern society, 
spurred by the destitution of wom en and children and the idea that 
wom en without a m ale protector must support them selves. Fem ale  
self-su ffic iency required b etter education and opportunity.
Poverty and fam ily destitution required fem ale  independence and 
participation. Equality of opportunity and fem ale  independence  
w ere not, however, universally accepted across the South. Only the 
progressive social thinkers advocated such radical change.
M ost Southerners separated  equality from educational 
advancem ent. Sarah Morgan lam ented her lack of education and
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advocated work for wom en in 1873, but did not advocate suffrage.
There are tens of thousands of delicately nurtured women, pining in want 
and in enforced idleness, to whom the possibility of earning a support for 
themselves or for those dependent on them, would be an inconceivable 
blessing. . . . There is no greater bore than a female dependent. Some 
men still cling to the ancient prejudice of woman's sanctity and maintain 
that she is desecrated by labor. But few are the enthusiasts who would not 
quietly see that sacred being slowing perish, if it was needful to insure 
their own comfort.9
W hile seeing the necessity for opportunity, Sarah held to old
beliefs concerning w om en's proper place. "W om an suffrage is, of
course, sheer nonsense. But each maid and matron can command
the vote of at least one man. Sensible men always defer to the
w ishes of their wives; or sensible w om en will conform to the
opinions of their husbands, which com es to the sam e th ing ."1 o
M any Southern wom en, like Sarah, still conform ed to the fam ily
structure of the antebellum  years. Education and self-support
w ere progressive enough in the conservative South and the
im plem entation of w om en's rights was too advanced.
Southern w om en chose to return to the hierarchy under which
they had been raised because fam ily w as still the core of Southern
society and w om en 's  self-im age derived  from their fam ilia l
connection. M arriage and deference had changed because society
had changed; but, defeat and economic need caused women to bind
even more tightly with their men. The social goal of Southern
culture rem ained the sam e for women: Behave like a lady, marry
and raise a family. The war did not change this.
Did the war change women's race relations? Again any
change was the result of outside influence. Im m ediately following
em ancipation, Southern m istresses w orried about how their form er
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slaves would survive without education or skills but they  
perceived a disaffection in the m ovem ent by freedpeople  away  
from their "homes." W om en hired servants and expected them to be 
obedient and submissive and since black people needed to earn a 
living, they often conform ed to the wom en's expectations. Most 
elite w om en happily relinquished the duty of slave m anagem ent. 
Hired servants did not require the tim e and work they had expended  
to m aintain the slave work force. Elite w om en considered  
them selves superior to slaves and just as superior to hired black 
servants. Som e wom en, like G ertrude Thom as, treated blacks 
politely and expected respect and obedience in return. Black people  
m ay have been em ancipated but they w ere still socially inferior.
Southern elite w om en bonded with their men and class rather 
than with their gender in race relations. Th ere  w ere emotional 
kinships betw een individual w om en who worked and lived together 
before and during the war: the pain of loss for a trusted, beloved  
m aid, sincere regret when a slave could not be retained, or grief 
when one died, but the privileges of race took precedence.
M istresses held affection for individual s laves, but most wom en  
looked upon the black population as an economic asset.
Following the w ar, race relations becam e strained as 
freedpeople  asserted their independence. W hite  w om en found it 
hard to relate to freedpeople who acted "irresponsibly" as hired 
people and appeared "to lack respect" for their social superiors.
T h e  hierarchical nature of Southern society rem ained although the  
poverty curtailed som e of the patronage and privilege of the elite.
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Black people rem ained at the bottom of the social ladder. The  
changed attitudes of blacks concerning work and proper race 
interaction caused resentm ent and som etim es hatred in whites. 
W hite  m ales united to reestablish social control through violent 
coercion. Honor set the boundaries of racial interaction and public 
violence rem inded everyone of his or her proper place.
The South was in flux during the first decade of peace.
Radical Reconstruction policies in terfered  with the  Southern  
power structure. Despotic governance by the Union military caused  
an increased hatred of freedm en and Y ankees and bound white 
Southerners together regardless of class. A g ricu ltu re , the  
m ainstay of the South, floundered for several years  following the 
surrender. The  occupation and poverty humiliated those who had 
been the first fam ilies of the South. W h ile  fighting political and  
econom ic battles, white elite m ales attem pted to reassert their 
superiority. W om en accepted the reassertion of hierarchy and 
conservative conventions. They  m aintained the relationship with 
their men much as it has always been. Elite women united with 
their fam ilies along class lines to provide a solid front against the 
outside world including their form er slaves.
To the degree that women assum ed a more public role, it 
cam e from necessity. The changes in wom en's status, gender 
relationships and slave relations caused by the war w ere only 
short-term  expediencies if any change happened at all. Southern  
honor and fam ily retained its central prom inence for wom en, and 
society as a w hole. It defined elite wom en's view of their position.
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